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Abstract:
This work is concerned with the finding of nearly time-optimal control policies which can be readily
implemented for linear, time-invariant, sampled-data systems with real eigenvalues and with input
saturation. Plant parameter variation is taken into consideration.

The essence of the approach to the problem lies in concepts of multi-mode control. The application of
strictly bang-bang control to a. sampled-data system generally leads to overshoot of switch boundaries
and results in a limit-cycle about the equilibrium point.

The multi-mode control schemes considered consist of nonlinear small-signal control modes about
each switch boundary, a linear small-signal control mode about the origin, and a saturated control mode
elsewhere. Therefore, the system state is driven along a time-optimal path toward the origin of the state
space by the bang-bang signal except in the small-signal regions which serve as buffer zones for
switchings between extreme values. There may be n-1 nonlinear small-signal modes for an nth-order
system. Mode I applies in a region which is generated by solving the system transition equation one
step in reverse time from the first switch boundary; any state within this region can be driven onto that
boundary in one sample period. Mode II applies in a region which is generated by solving the system
transition equation two steps from the second switch boundary in reverse time; initial states within this
region can be driven onto that boundary in two sample periods or less, and so on. Within the linear
small-signal region, n sample periods are required, in general, to force the state to the origin.

The design of controllers for second- and third-order systems. with this multi-mode scheme is
illustrated by detailed designs for doubleand triple-integrator, plants. Simulations for the
triple-integrator show that mode II is not necessary. Algorithms for the control of high-order systems
are also presented on the assumption that mode II and higher-order nonlinear modes may be omitted.

For systems with input delay, methods are developed so that the above algorithms for corresponding
systems without delay may be used through state prediction. It is shown that for practical systems,
plants of high-order may be approximated by low-order plants with input delay, in which case the near
time-optimal control of the high-order plants is simplified. 
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ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with the finding of nearly time-optimal 
control policies which can be readily implemented for linear, time- 
invariant, sampled-data systems with 'real eigenvalues and with input 
saturation. Plant parameter variation is taken into consideration.
The essence of the approach to the problem lies in concepts of multi- 
mode control. The application of strictly bang-bang control to a. 
sampled-data system generally leads to overshoot of switch boundaries 
and results in a limit-cycle about the equilibrium point.

The multi-mode control schemes considered consist of nonlinear 
small-signal control modes about each switch boundary, a linear small- 
signal control mode about the origin, and a saturated control mode 
elsewhere. Therefore, the system state is driven along a time-optimal 
path toward the origin of the state space by the bang-bang signal 
except in the small-signal regions which serve as buffer zones for 
switchings between extreme values. There may be n-1 nonlinear small- 
signal modes for an Ut 1̂-Order system. Mode I applies in a region which 
is generated by solving the system transition equation one step in 
reverse time from the first switch boundary; any state within this 
region can be driven onto that boundary in one sample period._ .Mode TI 
applies in a region which is generated by solving the system transition 
equation two steps from the second switch boundary in reverse time; 
initial states within this region can be driven onto that boundary in 
two sample periods or less, and so on. Within the linear small- 
signal region, n sample periods are required, in general, to force 
the state to the origin.

The design of controllers for second- and third-order systems. with 
this multi-mode scheme is illustrated by detailed designs for double
an d triple-integrator, plants. Simulations for the triple-integrator 
show that mode II is not necessary. Algorithms for the control of 
high-order systems are also presented on the assumption that mode II 
and higher-order nonlinear modes may be omitted.

For systems with input delay, methods are developed so that the 
above algorithms for corresponding systems without delay may be used 
through state prediction. It is shown that for practical systems, 
plants of high-order may be approximated by low-order plants with input 
delay, in which case the near time-optimal control of the high-order 
plants is simplified.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades, much interest has been directed toward 

the control of systems so as to yield the "best" performance.. Best 

performance usually means that which is obtained as a result of optimiz

ing some measure of the overall system response to a set of commands.

A conceptually simple and important performance measure is the minimum

time performance measure; a time-optimal controller strives to generate 

a control policy which forces the system error state and its derivatives 

to zero in the least possible time. This thesis is devoted to the 

finding of such controllers for certain linear time-invariant systems, 

the inputs to which are bounded and are generated digitally. Although 

minimum-time response is the major design criterion, the sensitivity of 

response to parameter variations is also considered; the resulting control 

is called near-time-optimal control.

The time-evolution of a computer controlled system state vector may 

be described by a set of vector difference equations; such systems are 

generally referred to as discrete-time systems. In most control applica

tions, a discrete-time system results when sampling is introduced in ■ 

an inherently continuous-time system. Therefore, it is also called a 

sampled-data system. The most common sampled-data control systems are 

represented by a sampler followed by a zero-order holding device and 

a continuous-data plant, in that order.
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With recent advances in digital computer technology and sampled- 

data control theory, the trend is to include either a small general- or 

special-purpose computer as a controller in a system [50]. The digital 

controller receives the process response values and generates a sequence 

of output signals that control the physical process (the plant).

Because digital controllers are used, it is necessary to construct 

discrete-time models of the corresponding continuous problems.

Pokoski [54] notes that it is unrealistic to construct a strictly 

time-optimal controller from the practical standpoint because of the 

cost and the parameter variations in the controller or in the plant.

In addition, system parameter identification often involves approxima

tions. It is more practical, therefore, to design a near-time-optimal 

controller, one which is insensitive to normal parameter variations, 

for a physical system.

Applications of time-optimal control are numerous. Attitude 

control of space vehicle boosters [44] is an outstanding example; time- 

optimal control of a third-order system was successfully used for 

attitude control of the Apollo Lunar Module [67]. Other applications 

include the depth control of submarines, control of tracking radar, 

anti-aircraft gun-mount control, etc. Many chemical industrial 

processes maximize profits by minimizing transition times in startup, 

shutdown, and set-point changes [38]. Attention in this work is 

directed toward a general approach to the design of such controllers.
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In the following section a historical account of the development 

of time-optimal control efforts is briefly presented. Section 1.3 

contains a concise statement of the maximum principle which serves as 

a basis for time-optimal control. In Section 1.4, pertinent works 

relating to time-optimal controller implementation are described. 

Section 1.5 covers the scope of this research, and Section 1.6 covers 

the essential contributions of the work.

1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Although the minimum time problem was considered prior to 1950, 

the publication of McDonald's paper [36] in that year aroused the 

interest of control engineers in this area. In his paper, McDonald 

introduced an on-off nonlinear element to control a second-order servo

mechanism; the system performance was improved without changes in the 

characteristics of the existing servomotor. The control variable, 

namely torque, was constrained in amplitude, McDonald was concerned 

with minimizing the duration of the transient. In his analysis, he 

used phase plane techniques and discovered the parabolic switch 

boundary which passes through the origin of the phase plane. Because 

the resulting control switched from one extreme to the other as the 

system response crossed this switch boundary, the resulting control was 

called "bang-bang" control. In 1951, Hopkin [21] extended the analysis 

in further detail, adopting a similar approach. In 1953, Stout [60] 

indicated the effect of incorrect switching on the response time and
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found that early switching is less serious than late switching under 

certain conditions. Boger and Kazda [8] published a joint paper in 

the following year describing a method for deriving the switch criterion 

for a piecewise linear on-off servo of order greater than two. Their 

results established that the minimum number of switchings resulted in 

minimum response time, and that the solution would be unique if the 

number of switchings between extreme control values was one less than 

the order of the system, provided the system was characterized by real 

eigenvalues. In 1955, Kalman [23], outlined a unified procedure of 

analysis for second- and higher-order saturating servomechanisms. He 

represented an n order differential equation system with a set of n 

first-order differential equations and used the vector-matrix approach. 

Bushaw [9] considered a second-order system characterized by complex 

conjugate poles in 1952, and found that the distance of the initial 

point from the origin of the phase plane influences the number of 

switchings and that the upper limit on the number of switchings is 

unbounded for this type of plant.

In 1953, LaSalle [30] made the observation that to achieve minimum 

time response, the control signal must be in the bang-bang form. More 

general results were obtained in 1956 by Bellman, Glicksberg, and 

Gross [5] who were cohcemed with forcing a system to reach equilibrium 

in minimum time from any given initial state. . They proved that for a 

linear time-invariant system of order n with bounded control and real
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distinct eigenvalues, the bang-bang control policy is time-optimal and 

requires at most n-1 switchings to bring the error state and its 

derivatives to zero. However, an effective computational solution was 

yet to be found. Works were carried out in this direction by a number 

of mathematicians, notably LaSalle and Gamkrelidze. LaSalle [31] 

extended and generalized the above results, and in 1961 Lee and Markus 

[33] applied these results to a nonlinear case.

The most general theory of optimal control to date is the maximum 

principle of Pontryagin which first appeared in 1956 [7]. For most 

bang-bang control processes, it provides a very simple and direct way 

of determining general properties of the optimal control policy. 

Unfortunately, however, the direct application of Pontryagin1s maximum 

principle to time-optimal control rarely leads to finding an analytical 

expression for the optimal control policy. Exceptions to this state

ment apply for some second- and third-order cases. Thus, the computa

tional aspect of the problem is significant. Much energy has been 

devoted to the search for computational algorithms; the works of 

Paiewonsky [49], Eaton. [16], and Ho [20] are examples. The approach 

of Lee [34] and Smith [58] is one of the best to date (a. comparison 

of this approach with the results of this paper is given in Chapter 5). 

A detailed coverage of the state of the art is given by Athens [2].

In 1957, Kalman [24] was concerned with the problem of designing 

an optimal sampled-data nonlinear controller for a linear dynamic
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system where the input to the linear system is limited by saturation.

He suggested the approach of separating the state space into regions 

which are determined by the minimum possible number of sample periods 

required to reach the origin. Kalman's idea and some of his results 

were extended by Desoer and Wing in a series of papers [13-15], in 

which they derived a control forcing function which was defined as an 

optimal strategy, and noted that such an optimal strategy was not unique 

for most initial states. A brief discussion of their results is given 

in Section 1.4. In another series of papers published in 1965, Moroz 

[41-43] adopted the approach of Desoer and Wing and went on with con

siderable detail to obtain the solution of the synthesis problem for 

discrete third-order systems. The basic emphasis in his work was on 

the derivation of the equation of a surface which defined the optimal 

control. A limiting transition was indicated which could be used to 

obtain the equation of the switch surface for a corresponding continuous 

system. In the subsequent papers he attempted to generalize his 

findings to higher-order linear systems, both stationary and non

stationary [44-47,66].

The approach of Kalman, and that of Desoer and Wing, though not 

stated explicitly, is based on the principle of finite settling-time 

which was first formulated by Kalman [24]. Other approaches to the 

time-optimaI problem include linear programming [53,62,68] and dynamic 

programming techniques [6,62].
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In 1962, Eaton [17] noted that the existing optimal strategies 

were unsuitable for on-line control and proposed a special-purpose 

computer for on-line closed-loop control, but Martens and Semmelhack 

[70] regarded it as too expensive and therefore impractical. The latter 

proposed for a second-order system a suboptimal scheme which is essen

tially a modified approach of Desoer and Wing.

Various time-optimal control schemes for systems having input 

saturation were reviewed by Pokoski [54] in 1967. Convinced of the 

practical advantage gained by relaxing the minimum time requirement, 

he proposed methods of measuring the amount of suboptimality and pro

ceeded to formulate the "time-loss hypothesis". The hypothesis states 
ththat for an n -order system with real poles, the minimum time required

A *
by a sampled-data controller is no greater than t + nT where t is 

the absolute minimum time for the continuous case and T is the sample 

period. It was proven for the first-order and some second-order cases. 

Some relations between the continuous and discrete-time problems were 

also examined in 1970 [55]. :

The process of constructing a nonlinear device to provide the 

necessary signals for optimal switching is rather difficult; great 

precision often requires unreasonable cost. Moreover, there always 

exists in an actual system some small parasitic nonlinearities which 

tend to interfere with the functioning of the switching device when the 

state trajectory approaches the origin of the state space. In 1952,
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McDonald [37] first introduced the concept of dual-mode control to 

compensate for the cited problems when associated with a second-order 

servo and thereby to improve the system performance. The usual dual

mode scheme consists of a small linear mode around the origin of the 

phase plane and a saturated mode elsewhere. A number of'arrangements 

of the linear mode in the phase plane have been introduced by others 

(see for example [10,51,56,59,61])-. In 1956, Rauch and Howe [58] 

suggested a dual-mode scheme which had a linear region including not 

only a small zone about the origin but also a narrow strip about a 

parabolic switch curve. A dual-mode controller of this type has been 

implemented by Pierre [51] for a second-order system with one time 

constant. A different type of dual-mode controller was- designed by 

Pierre, nt ad_. [53], in which the linear region was of rectangular 

shape. A time-optimal control strategy was employed for the large- 

signal mode while linear programming was used to find an optimal solu

tion for the small-signal rnodê . The possibility of extending the Rauch 

and Howe approach to the sampled-data case was also suggested by 

Pierre [52].

1.3 PRELIMINARY THEORY

Since the large-signal control strategy in this work is based on 

continuous switching functions, it is pertinent in this section to 

review those aspects of the time-optimal control theory for continuous

time systems. Pontryagin's maximum principle is an important aid in
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determining the form of an optimal control. It consists of a set of 

necessary conditions that the optimal solution must satisfy. For time- 

optimal control of linear systems with bounded control variables, the 

necessary condition can be used to obtain feedback control. The number 

of switchings for a system can be determined from the costate equations, 

but the switching criteria have to be based on the state variables for 

feedback control implementation. This presentation is not meant to be 

complete; only important results are summarized. More comprehensive 

treatments of continuous time-optimal control theory can be found in a 

number of textbooks, for example [2,51,63].

Consider the n-dimensional continuous-time system whose state equa

tion may be written in the general form

x = £(x,m) (1-1)

where Xl = x.(t) is an n-component vector and m = m(t) is a scalar func

tion for the single input control case. The measure of performance J 

is assumed to be expressed in terms of an integral, that is, 

t
J =  / f (x,m) dt (1-2)

ta

The functional J is to be minimized by appropriate selection of m(t) 

which is usually constrained to belong to some bounded set U.

For this purpose, a Hamiltonian function H is defined as
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H(x,ot,m) = -f (x5m) + ac[(x,m) (1-3)

where ^  is a ,costate vector having components c^, i = I, 2, n, which

correspond•to Lagrange multipliers in the classical calculus of varia

tions. If equation (1-3) is differentiated with respect to a_, the 

result is identical to the right-hand member of (1-1), that is.

(1-4) •

Pontryagin*s principle also states that the costate vector must satisfy 

the relation

ct = 3H
3x (1-5) „

If x (t) and ot_ (t) represent the optimal state and costate within

the time interval (tQ ,t^), Pontryagin's principle states further that
*

the optimal control value m (t) is chosen from the set U so that H is 
*

maximized. The m (t) which maximizes H at each t also minimizes J.

In other words,

*
m GT

> H(x
m G  U

(1-6)

Therefore, by maximizing H, J is automatically minimized.

In the time-optimal problem, f(x,m) = I, i.e.,

J = Jtb dt 
ta

(1-7)
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and equation (1-3) becomes 

n
H = - I +  I a q (x,m) (1-8)

x=l

In determining the optimal control law equations (1-4) through (1-8) 

must be satisfied. Specifically, consider the case where state equation 

(1-4) is of the linear form

x = Ax + bm, m < m 1 1 —  max (1-9)

where the entries of A and b_ are constant, and U is defined by |m| < mmax
Equation (1-5) then reduces to

& = -A'a (1-10)

and (1-6) reduces to

A *
b a m *m e: u > b 'a m

me. U

* A
m = m sign(b a ) max ---

(1-11)

(1-12)

Thus, the solution of the vector costate equation (1-10) together with 

(1-12), gives the bang-bang form for the control, but the criterion for 

switching is still unknown because appropriate initial conditions for 

the CL ’s are not given by the theory. One approach to establish the 

switching criterion is to construct switch hypersurfaces so that the
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optimal control can be found as a function of position in state space. 

Analytical expressions of these switch surfaces are not available for 

high-order systems, and even for low-order systems, the expressions 

are generally complicated, as is shown in Chapters 2 and 3.

1.4 OTHER RELATED WORKS

There are many papers in the literature which deal with time optimal 

and suboptimal control of linear plants and are related to the work 

considered in this thesis. In this section, four selected approaches 

that are deemed to be most significantly related are briefly summarized. 

The original works can be consulted for a more detailed presentation.

The approach of Lee [34] and Smith [58] to the time-optimal problem 

is that in which optimal switch times are iteratively computed by the 

use of an on-line computer. Their approach is applicable for linear 

time-invariant systems which have real eigenvalues and which are 

described by (1-9). The solution of (1-9) can be expressed as

t
_x( t) = B^tX(O) + / bm dx

0
(1-13)

From the preceding section it is known that, for an n -order system, m 

takes on values of only +1 (here m^_^ = I) and requires at most n-1 

switchings in sign to force an initial state to zero. If t^, ..., t

are switch times such that

< ^2 < < tn-1 < ^r (1-14)
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where t is the terminal time, then equation (1-13) may be expressed

at t as r

tI tZ tT
r Atr x(t ) -x(o) = + [  / f(T) dT - 7  +... + (-Dn"1 / rf(D

° tI V l
-At.where _f (t) = e _b. . Equation (1-15) reduces to

dr] . 

(1-15)

-A.t b -X .t -A.t
e J x (t ) - x.(0) = +T1H  - 2e j V . . .  + (-l)ne. J r] (1-16) J r j A.

for j = I, 2, ..., n, if A is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues -A^’s. 

The smallest t 0 for which the n nonlinear equations of (1-16) are 

satisfied, together with the condition of equation ( 1 - 1 4 ) automatically 

determines the sign to be used in (1-16).

F . W. Smith [71] takes the usual switch-surface approach to the 

problem. Ris quasi-optimal, minimum-time controllers for high-order 

dynamic systems are obtained by least-squares fitting points on the 

optimal switch surface with linear segments. The technique of least- 

square fitting is an analytic procedure and requires no geometrical 

interpretation. The method has been used to design the switch surface 

for a triple-integrator dynamic system. Typical response times for the 

quasi-optimal switch surface in this example were one and a' half times 

to twice those of the time-optimal switch surface.

Desoer and Wing [13,14,15] consider the time-optimal control of 

the sampled-data systems which have linear plants described by the
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following recursive equation:

x(k+l) = $(T)x(k) + h.(T)m(k) , |m(k) | <_ I (1-17)

which is equivalent to

k=l
x(k) = 0(kT)x(0) + I [(k - I - i)T]hm(i), |m| < I (1-18)

i=0

Given an initial state, x(0), one would like to determine the minimum 

value of k for which x(k) can be driven to zero. When x. is brought to 

equilibrium in N sample periods, x(N) = 0. The set of initial states 

which can be brought to equilibrium in N steps is 

N-I N
x(0) = - I $[(-1 - i)T]hm(i) = £ jr im (1-19)

1=0 k=l K

where r^ = $(-kT)_h and m^ = m(k-l) in the notation of Desoer and Wing. 

Equation (1-19) forms the boundary for a region within which any initial 

state can be brought to the origin in N sample periods or less. The 

optimal strategy is an optimal control sequence m^, m^, ..., m^ which 

satisfies (1-19) and the constraint |m^| <_ I. It is noted that the 

control sequence is not necessarily unique. During each sample period, 

the control m(k) is obtained by computing the distance of the repre

sentative point in the state space to the critical curve of surface.

The idea of the critical surface is closely related to the concept of 

the'switch surface used in the continuous case. A more complete descrip' 

tion of the approach is given in references [13], [14], and [54] for
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low-order ,systems; the generalized version is found in [15].

The concept of dual-mode control suggested by Rauch and Howe [58] 

involves implementing a linear region of control in the neighborhood 

of the time-optimal switch curve in the phase plane. The switch curve 

under consideration is

2Tme + l|e|e = 0 (1-20)

where e is the system error, I is the inertia, and T^ is the maximum 

torque of the motor. The -distance S from the switch curve was 

originally given by

S = e + 2^-|e|e 
m

but was slightly modified later in order to provide better damping at 

the origin. The modified S assumes the form

S = e + K s at (R e) + ■— |e|e

where
-I

m

for x < -I
sat(x) = X for -I <_ x < I

+1 for I < x

(1-21)

and are constants. Thus, equation (1-21) defines the boundaries 

of the narrow strip linear region within which the control signal is a 

linear function of the distance from the switch curve. Outside of this 

strip the control assumes a positive maximum torque for 2T e > I |e |e

and negative maximum torque for 2T^e < I |e|e.



1.5 THE SCOPE OF THE THESIS

The general objective of this work is summarized as follows: To

design realistic digital control laws for linear sampled-data systems 

characterized by real eigenvalues. The control is to be near time 

optimal but must be relatively insensitive to moderate parameter varia

tions in the plant which it controls. A variation of the sampling rate 

may be viewed as a parameter variation in the plant. Therefore, in the 

design process, insensitivity to variations of sampling rate is 

considered. The main approach is to adopt the dual-mode concept of 

McDonald, Rauch and Howe., etc. , and to expand it to multi-mode operation.

Three modes of operation are of primary importance. A linear,

small-signal mode is designed about the origin of state space on the _

basis of finite settling time; any state point located within this

region is driven to the origin in a finite number of sample periods, the

number is equal to or less than the order of the system. Another

small-signal but nonlinear mode is designed on the basis that any

state point which is located within this region is driven onto the

switch curve or switch surface in one sample period; thus this region

appears as a buffer zone for the transition of switchings between

extreme control values. State points which are located elsewhere in

the state space follow the time-optimal trajectory, and the control

action assumes an extreme value which is either +m or -m ,max max
depending on the position of the state point relative to the switch
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curve or surface.
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The method of generating boundaries for nonlinear small-signal 

region involves moving one sample period away from the switch curve or 

surface in reverse time. The linear small-signal region is a hyper

rectangle the vertices of which are determined by moving, also in 

reverse time, away from the origin by applying extreme control values 

for nT periods where n equals the order of the system to be controlled.

The remainder of this thesis is divided into four chapters. The 

next chapter is concerned with the design of the near-time-optimal 

controllers for second-order systems. Special attention is paid to the 

detailed design of a controller for the double-integrator plant for the 

purpose of illustrating the design approach. After a summary in 

Section 2.2.1 and a brief consideration of the continuous-time double

integrator in accordance with the maximum principle of Pontryagin in 

Section 2.2.2, the equivalent discrete-time system is explored in the 

following subsection. The nonlinear, small-signal region and the 

appropriate control law are also derived in Section 2.2.3. A small- 

signal linear region and some of the simulation results are presented 

in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, respectively. In Section 2.3, approaches 

to the design of controllers for other plants are outlined.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of systems with a triple

integrator plant and with other higher-order plants which have real 

eigenvalues. The concept of multi-mode control is applied to the 

design of near time-optimal controllers for these systems. This
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chapter is divided into three main sections. Section 3.1 gives a short, 

general discussion pertaining to the contents of the chapter. Section

3.2 and its subsections are concerned with the multi-mode control of 

the triple-integrator plant; subsections 3.2.1 through 3.2.3 review the 

continuous-time plant characteristics, switch curve and surface, and 

the switch function, while subsection 3.2.4 presents the equivalent

sampled-data system and associated problems such as limit-cycles and 

overshoot. These problems are overcome by superimposing small-signal 

regions about the origin, about the switch curve, and about the switch 

surface. Detailed design procedures for linear mode, nonlinear mode I , 

and nonlinear mode II control are presented in subsections'3.2.5,

3.2.6, and 3.2.7; respectively. In subsection 3.2.8, the three small- 

signal modes, together with the saturated mode, are combined to form a 

near time-optimal digital controller. The proposed controller has been 

simulated on an XDS computer; some of the results are presented in 

Appendix B and discussed in subsection 3.2.9. Controller design tech

niques are generalized in Section 3.3 for higher-order dynamic systems 

which are linear, time-invariant and. have negative real eigenvalues.

Chapter 4 is concerned with time-optimal control of low-order 

systems with an added delay in the control signal. The objective is 

to develop a means to employ the results of preceding chapters. A 

linear sampled-data process with input delay-is formulated in Section

4.2 in which the present state is expressed in terms of the past control
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inputs and an initial state. This forms a basis for the use of a 

predictive computer in conjunction with an optimal controller originally 

developed for the system without delay (Section 4.3). The feasibility 

of using this controller to control high-order systems is explored in 

Section 4.4.

1.6 CONTRIBUTIONS

The principal contributions of . this work.center on the concept of 

multi-mode control inspired by previous researchers. Various dual

mode control schemes have been applied to second-order continuous

time systems, but to the knowledge of this author, this is the first 

time that multi-mode control of this type has been developed to control 

discrete linear systems.

Specifically, the development of the concept of the small-signal 

mode which is generated by moving one sample period in reverse time 

from the optimal switch curve or surface constitutes a major contribu

tion to this thesis. Sampled-data systems which do not have this mode 

of operation generally tend to overshoot the optimal switch boundaries 

and thereby slow the system response. In addition to preventing gross 

overshoots across the optimal boundaries, this small-signal mode 

enables the system to be"relatively insensitive to some parameter varia- 

ti oris.

Although the concept of a linear mode about the origin of the state 

space, a concept similar to that presented in Section 3.3.5, is well
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known, the use of it in the manner described in this work is unique 

in the control literature. The controller design in Chapter 2 for a 

double-integrator system takes a different form, however, that is 

completely analog in nature; thus, the implementation of this controller 

may be done with traditional analog components and does not require a 

digital computer.

The design approaches for controllers of other systems, such as 

triple-integrators and higher-order plants, are detailed in Chapter 3. 

Results from computer similations of the controller for the triple- 

integrator suggest that the approach is feasible and practical.

Another significant contribution of this work is in the control of 

plants with added delays. Algorithms for the control of such systems 

are derived so that they may be controlled by controllers for the 

corresponding systems without delays through a predictive means.

Section 4.4 goes further to suggest an approximation of some high- 

order systems by low-order systems with delays. Some references are 

cited to support this approach.
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CHAPTER 2

NEAR TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL FOR SECOND-ORDER PLANTS
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned with the design of digital controllers 

for linear second-order plants with input saturation. The major design 

criterion is time optimal response, but with sensitivity of performance 

also included. When the plant is implemented with strictly bang-bang 

control action (i.e., maximum control effort of positive or negative 

values), either chatter or overshoot of response generally results 

because of parameter variations or limitations of the actual system. 

This problem is further amplified in the sampled-data case because of 

sampling time delay and sampling period variation. The response of 

the digitally controlled system generally tends to overshoot the 

appropriate switch curve and may approach a limit cycle near the origin 

of the error state space.

One approach to solve the above problem has been the use of two 

modes of operation; a large-signal mode and a small-signal mode. A 

bang-bang (saturated) control action is used in the large-signal region 

to achieve nearly time-optimal response, and a small-signal mode is 

used about the origin of the state space to reduce oscillation and 

sensitivity to parameter variation. Historically, small-signal modes 

have been linear modes of operation, but this is not true of some of 

the small-signal modes advocated in this thesis.

The precise geometry and orientation of the small-signal region 

depends on the objectives of the designer. Since 1950, various
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schemes of dual-mode control have been devised with some success 

[37>53>56»6l]• In particular, Rauch and Howd [56] considered a type 

of continuous-data dual-mode control which has a small-signal region 

about the switch curve and a saturated large-signal region elsewhere 

in the state plane as depicted in Figure 2.1. The narrow strip in the 

neighborhood of the switch curve also provides linear operation in the 

neighborhood of the origin; and the small-signal region is bounded by 

two curves, each separated by a distance e from the switch curve (see 

also Section 1.4).

The ideas of Rauch and Howe are extended-in this work to a new 

type of digital controller. Multiple modes of control are included in 

the design to make the response almost time optimal while keeping it 

insensitive to moderate parameter and sampled period changes. The 

design approach is illustrated by detailed accounts of its application 

to double- and triple-integrator plants for their simplicity, while 

plants of other types are also considered but to a lesser extent. In 

the subsequent development of this chapter, attention is directed to 

second-order systems. The double-integrator plant is treated in 

Section 2.2. The control of plants with one and two time-constants 

are briefly outlined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
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Small-signal
region Linear derivative 

damping

Saturated
region

Switch curve

Figure 2.1 State-plane characteristic of a 
continuous dual-mode controller.
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2.2 MULTI-MODE CONTROL OF THE DOUBLE-INTEGRATOR PLANT 

2.2.1 Summary

Two small-signal regions are incorporated in the design. One is 

near the origin of the error state plane and is designed on the basis 

of finite settling time response. The second small-signal region is 

bounded on one side by the time-optimal switch curve of the related 

continuous system; and on the other side, it is bounded by a curve 

which is generated when the discrete state equations are solved one 

sampled period backward in time with starting points on the switch 

curve and with maximum control effort applied. Within this, small- 

signal region, the control signal applied is that which results in the 

error state response being driven to the switch curve. If the largest 

possible sampling period T_^_ is used to determine the control action 

in this region, then when a smaller sampling period T is used, the next 

sample point will fall within the small-signal region. If the error 

state of the system is located arbitrarily outside the small-signal 

region, a maximum control effort is applied to drive the trajectory 

toward the said small-signal region. However, if the error state is 

on the switch curve, an appropriate maximum control is again applied 

until the error vector reaches the linear small-signal region where 

the system responds with finite-settling-time characteristics.
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2.2.2 Continuous-Data Case

Consider the continuous-data time-optimal control of a double-, 

integrator plant. The control action m(t) is limited in magnitude; 

|m(t) I is less than or equal to iu^ . Let the error e(t) = r(t) - c(t) 

and the error derivative e(t) be the state variables of the system, and 

at any time t the output c(t) and input r(t) are available to the 

controller. If r(t) is restricted to be a step or a ramp input, the 

state equations of the system are represented by

G1Ct) = e2(t) (2-la)

and

e2(t) = -m(t) (2-lb)

where e^(t) = e(t) , e2(t) = e(t) , and |m(t) | ̂ mmax* In the literature

these equations are more commonly written in vector matrix notation:

0 I 
0 0 m(t) ,

For minimum time control, 

is given as

I m ( I )  I I  m m a x > t I O  (2- 2)
the Hamiltonian function of the system

H = - I +  O^e2 - a2m(t) (2-3)

where and ^2 are called the costate variables. Pontryagin's maximum 

principle requires that this Hamiltonian function be maximized. The 

control which yields a maximum Hamiltonian is given by



(2-4)m(t) ‘
'"max lf “2 i  0 
"max ^  »2 < O

The costate variables must satisfy the following equations

I

BH
a2 “ Ber

(2-5)

the solutions of which are

a2 = k2 ~ ^ t

(2-6)

where and are initial values of the costate variables. It is 

readily seen that for all possible values of k^ and k^, the control 

dictated by equation (2-4) is of bang-bang type, with one switching at 

most along each optimal trajectory.

A family of trajectories in the state plane is obtained by inte

grating the state equations (2-2) holding m(t) constant:

e2(t) = e2(0) - Mt

't ' , O
e1(t) = B1(O) + J e2(t) dt = B1(O) + B2(O)t - gMt (2-7)

whsrB M = +m , and e (0) and B0(O) are integration constants. IfHld-X JL Z
the variable t is eliminated from (2-7) , the above equations are
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combined to become one in terms of only the state variables such that

eI = ei(°) + ^ e2(0) - e2] (2-8)

which describes a set of parabolic curves in the phase plane with the 

vertex of each on the e^ axis (see Figure 2.2). Two of these curves,

max

max f+Uf-

Figure 2.2 The family of forced trajectories; the solid
ones are generated by m=-mmax and the dashed ones are
generated by m=+m 
curve f.

max The dark solid line is the switch

with e^(0) and C^(O) equal to zero, pass through the point (0,0) and, 

therefore, can be used to form a switching boundary for the control 

applied. Since our objective is to drive any given initial state to 

(0,0), only half of each of these two curves, f+ and f-, which direct
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• toward the origin as time increases are combined to form a unique 

"switch curve" f , the combined semiparabolas are well known (see [53] 

for example) and are characterized by

e2sSSn(e2s) (2-9)
max

forming the locus of all points ( e ^ e ^  that can be brought to (0,0)

by either m or -m , but not both. Thus it contains the last por- max max ^
tion of each optimal trajectory also.■ This switch curve extends 

infinitely in either direction, dividing the state plane into two 

halves.

The time-optimal control m(t) must be piecewise constant and is

equal to either m or -m depending on whether the state of the max max .
system is to the right or to the left of the switch curve, respectively. 

For feedback control, therefore.

m(t) = mmaxsgn(g) (2-10)

A 2where g = e + e sgn(e9)/2m is called the switch function; sgn(g) = x z £» nicLx
-I for g < 0, and sgn(g) = +1 for g > 0. If the initial state ( e ^ e ^  

of the system belongs to the f- curve, the time-optimal control is m(t)= 

~mmax’ on t îe other hand, if the state of the system is initially on the 

f+ curve, m(t) = mmax optimum. For system error states on either 

side of the switch curve, the sign of switch function g determines the

sign of the saturated optimal control which forces it toward the switch 

curve on a trajectory regulated by equation (2-8).
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For each state (ê ,ê ), there exists a minimum time t in which 

the values of e^ and e^ are reduced to (0,0). This time t is the sum 

of t^, the time required to force a given initial error to the switch 

curve, and t^, the time required to drive to (0,0) along the curve; 

that is,

= tI + t2 (2-H)

On the switch curve, the expressions

¥ 4 (2-12)

e2s = Mtl

are obtained from equation (2-7). To reach the switch curve from the 

initial state e^(0) and G^(O), the trajectory generated by equation 

(2-7) applies, except that the values of e^(t) and e^tt) are now given 

by equation (2-12); thus,
2

I 2 ^ lB1(O) = - fit + Mt11 +
(2-13)

Gg(O) = Mtg - Mt1

These equations are solved for and tg, and by virtue of (2-11), the 

following expression for minimum time is obtained:
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4* M
max

2 - +-N
max

e,
n max

max max
2e:

max max

for > -
max

for e, < —
max

for e, *2 2̂
max

(2-14)

2.2.3 Sampled-Data Control

For the sampled-data model of the above system, a zero-order hold 

circuit precedes the plant to reconstruct the discrete output of the 

controller. The state equations equivalent to (2-2) becomes a set of 

difference equations:

X+i" "l t ' ek
r 2T /2

0 I > . T mIc (2-15)

where m^ = m(kT) = m(t) for kT <_ t < (k + 1)T, T being the sampling 

period and k = 0, I, 2, ...

Suppose all the points represented by e^+i an^ ^k+i aa^isfy the

continuous switch curve (2-9), i.e., ek+1 eIs ’ \ + l  = e2s ’ and let
e^ and e^ define an arbitrary point which is one sample period back 

from the switch curve, ignoring the saturation temporarily. The 

corresponding action is m^. The mapping of every point of the switch 

curve produces a set of new curves which are loci of states that can be
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forced to the switch curve by the application of the same control 

effort. From equations (2-15) and the above argument, it is obvious 

that

"ek

Y* i—I eIs +
'-T 2/2'

e 0 I e0 Tk 2s
“k (2-16)

with the understanding that e^g and e^^ satisfy the relationship set 

forth by equation (2-9). Considering both cases where e > 0  and 

e2s . < 0 separately, and with lengthy algebraic manipulations, a feed

back form of discrete control m^ is obtained from equations (2-9) and 

(2-16) :

-k i v x sgn(BkT - y [
I 4sgn(m T - e. ) 2e *

-I W l  -----^ e k +
max

“) I (2-17)

At this point, it is interesting to note that

2e,
V  =• Y if \  > - - f v

Y  < 6I
2e

if ■■ (2-18)

and

Y  ' *k

which results from (2-9) and (2-16). Equations (2-18) reveal a unique 

relationship between the discrete state variables, ek and ek> and the
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argument of the sign function in equation (2-17). The significance of 

this result is fully appreciable if one re-examines the control equa

tion where the factor sgn(m^T - e^) can now be replaced by 

sSn Eejc + (2e^/T) ]. Thus equation (2-17) becomes

&
"k = T" + G<v V (2-19)

where

g (v  V  * +  ̂  i-1 +  Z 1 +  ̂ max \  + -f- ] . (2-20)

Observe that m^ is a continuous function of e^ and e^.

Now consider the effect of saturation on the control. At m^ 

+Ppifly» from (2-17) and (2-19) ,

Ofc ^ekmmax’

2 ek(2 - ^ - r  = 2(1 + -s-S-)
max T2m

\  + T < O

2ei
e, 4— ——  > O

(2-21a)

(2-21b)
max

and at “k -mmax

. 2 .e^ = 2e, mk max’

ek 2 ek(2 + TjT-̂ -) = 2(1 -
max T2mmax

^k + T > o

2e,
-), B1 + — ^  < 0

(2-22a)

(2-22b)

It should be noted that equations (2-21a) and (2-22a) are parts 

of the switch curve in discrete form. Geometrically they describe two



continuous curves when plotted with (2-21b) and (2-22b), respectively. 

The two branches of each of these curves intersect on the straight line 

+ 2ek/T = 0. Equations (2-21) and (2-22) comprise the boundaries of 

a small-signal control region in which [m^] <_ in^ ;  the equality sign 

is applicable only at the boundaries (see Figure 2.3). When the system
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Small-
signal
region

Saturated
region

Linear
small-signal

region
max

e+2e/T=0 max

Figure 2.3 State-plane characteristic of a sampled data 

multi-mode controller. Linear small-signal region super
imposed on nonlinear small-signal region.

error is outside this small-signal region, maximum control effort is

applied; but after the error trajectory enters the small-signal region,

Imk I < mmax is applied, and the system state is driven onto the

continuous switch curve at the next sampling instant assuming that the
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T and m. ^ parameter values used in generating the control are the same 

as those that exist in the plant. In the case that these values differ, 

the sampled system response remains in the small-signal region if the 

values used in generating the control are larger than those of the 

plant, a fact which is apparent on the basis of the discrete system 

equation (2-15). Thus, this small-signal mode has merit, but it should 

not be used in the vicinity of the state space origin for the following 

reason. Recall that the control in question always forces the sampled 

error state to the continuous system switch curve; near the origin, this 

results in a trajectory which oscillates, in a slowly converging cycle, 

between the lower segment of the switch curve and the upper segment of

the curve. This is shown in the sequel.
v ■ .

In the vicinity of the origin, e and e ^are small, hence we can 

safely assume that

« A A  X.Tmmax

Since V I + 6 =' I + -̂ 6 - -̂ 6^ + ... by binomial expansion of a fractional

power, equations (2-19) and (2-20) can now be expressed as follows

2e..-) I ,
'k " T J L2)m, Z  f b  + ^  + ...]

J *  + J l _
T T

. 2e . 2e.
e. +-TfT- (e + — -)|e + — -|

T2m
+ . . . (2-23)

max
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When this result is substituted in (2-15), it follows that

e, . '0 o' B1 'ik+1 k O2 + ■ Z
-- —I B Ik + 1 T k T

• • . . 2e,Ce t .— ) I e, .+ — I
(2-24)

max

If all but the linear terms in (2-24) are ignored, the system has two 

poles in the z plane; one at the origin and another.at z = -I. For 

asymptotic stability all poles must be inside the unit circle of the 

z-plane. With one pole on the unit circle, this linearized system has 

the characteristics of a linear oscillator.
• 2ekOn the other hand, suppose that the term (e, 4— —

in (2-24) is approximated by e(e^ 4-- —  ) for some real e, 0 < e .<< I.

The new linearized equation is

\  + ~

ek+l

ek+l

max

I +  _25L
T 2

2m

-I +

max
E

T m Tm
max max

(2-25)

for which poles in the z plane are located at zero and -I + (2e/Tm ).max
Thus, the system is stable but lightly damped.

2.2.4 Small-Signal Linear Region

The preceding problem is overcome by linearizing the control signal

in the vicinity of the origin within the preceding small-signal region.

This is accomplished by replacing the G part of (2-19) with a linear

term. As noted in the previous section, m is a continous function of
A . -2eke^ and e^. This is shown in Figure 2.4 where x = e ^ 4 -- —  .
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slope

Figure 2.4 A sketch of G(e^,e^) of equation (2-20).

When Ix | is small, G can be approximated with a straight line segment, 

the slope S of which is to be determined, e and -e are values of 

x at which the straight line intersects the G curve. Thus

G = Sx, x <_ |e I 

or equivalently,

Hlfc =— + s(ek + ^ ) ,  |ek + ^ |  < e (2-26)

where the constant e is also a point of intercept on the e^ axis as 

shown in Figure 2.3, and S is also a constant which, if properly 

chosen, causes the system error to settle in finite time. When (2-26) 

is applicable, m^ is a linear function of both e^ and e. , and state 

equation (2-15) assumes the form
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ek+l
I TS ~I-TS T (— --- ek

> 1 -2S -TS
(2-27)

The corresponding eigenvalues., are = 0, z^ = I t 2TS. It is well

known [35] that these values must be zero for finite settling time 

response. Therefore, S = 1/2T is a reasonable design value.

One parameter that can vary is the sampling period of the system. 

To see the effect of this variation, assume that T is fixed in the 

control equations, say T = T^, so that equation (2-26) becomes

»k = ^  + S(e,. +
2e, 

“k ' Tl

When this is inserted appropriately in (2-15), the result is

-L X 2S T (I + T S)
T ^

ek+l h 2T1 6k

ek+l
2TS T (I + T S)

I
L '  h 1 *1 ek

which has the following eigenvalues

(2-28)

H 2 -
T(1 + T1S) 2T S +

T1 "

J [2 -

T(1 + T1S)
4 ]2 - a u  + 4

T(1 + T1S)
]}

(2-29)

It is not difficult to see that if S = -t̂ t, and T = T , i.e. , no 

variation in the plant parameters, the eigenvalues of (2-29) reduce to 

zero; otherwise, a pair of complex poles are produced.
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2.2.5 Simulation Results

A computer simulation of the sampled-data system based on th e . 

above development has been made with satisfactory results. A block 

diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. When the T assumed in.the controller 

equations is the maximum one ( T = T - = T -  ) that is actually used, the 

poles of the system in the linear small-signal mode are at the origin 

of the plane, and the error vector is forced to zero in minimum time.

If the sampling rate in the plant increases because of parameter varia

tions, the poles move away from the origin to form a conjugate pair, as 

noted in the preceding section, and the .time response also increases.

The poles approach z = I in the limit as T approaches zero, as is 

indicated in Figure'2.5. However, if the variation of T from the design 

value is small, there is no significant increase in settling time, and 

the change can be overlooked for most practical purposes. Table 2.1 

demonstrates the effect on the locations of poles and on the damping 

factor g as the sampling rate in the plant varies. Thus the controller 

can be regarded as almost time-optimal and insensitive to change. An 

important advantage of this controller is that it can be easily imple

mented as is evidenced by Figure 2.6.

TABLE 2.1. Variations in pole locations and damping factor.

... TZt 1 . • • . I 3/4 ' ' 1/2..... ' 1/10 -
Z 0 0.36 + jO.16 0.563 + j0.24 0.923 + jO.l

5 I 0.9 ^  0.8 0.6
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z-planc

. Unit —  
circle Double

poles

T = Tmax
Loci of 
poles

Figure 2,5 Linear mode z-plane pole locations 
as related to sampling period.



Controller Plant

(z-transform characterization)

slope

Figure 2.6 Multi-mode sampled-data control of a plant 
characterized by z-transform relations.
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2.3 MULTI-MODE CONTROL OF OTHER SECOND-ORDER PLANTS

The near time-optimal control equation for the double-integrator 

plant has been shown to be a function of both the position and velocity 

of the system error state. However, it is generally difficult or 

impossible to find a corresponding explicit analytic expression for 

m^ for other control systems without additional restrictions. In some 

cases, a closed form solution for the feedback control in the nonlinear 

small-signal mode simply does not exist. Iterative techniques must be 

employed when such.occasions arise to find the appropriate minimum-time 

control. In the following subsections, the control of second-order 

plants with one and two time constants is briefly discussed to elaborate 

this point.

2.3.1 Second-Order With One Time-Constant

Consider a second-order plant with the following Laplace-transform 

transfer function:

G(s) (2-30)s(s + a)

where a is a positive constant.. Again, using the system error and error 

■ rate as state variables, the time-optimal, terminal state trajectory 

in the continuous-time case can be shown [51] to be

=I=.
a s + + Ja max

(2-31)
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•provided that the reference input r is a constant. .When the input m 

to G(s) is periodically sampled and held, sampled values of the error 

vector are given by

, I - e~aT (aT - I + e“aT)/a2ek+l a. ek

ek+l

%IQJO

j
r (I - e aT)/a “k (2-32)

.Suppose ek+£ and e ^ ^  satisfy the terminal trajectory (2-31) . The 

required relationship that m^, e^, and e^ must satisfy is then

-I m ill
"6k " I ^ k  + 7 \  + sgn(q1)-I~ l n ( l  + |qj) = 0

a max
(2-33)

where

In the double-integrator case, the relationship corresponding to (2-33) 

could be solved explicitly for m^ in terms of e^ and e^. Here, 

however, the control action m^ must be computed by means of a search 

procedure, e. g. , the Newton-Raphson method.. Most search techniques 

make use of the derivative of equation (2-33) with respect to m^.

As a preliminary to obtaining this derivative, observe that

H1 > O =^q2 < O

and (2-34)

H1 < O =^q2 > O

where
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6  , , JL

q2 = ek + (~  - -)K
e - I'

Equation (2-33) i s ■transformed to

I T ■ ■ uiTOQx ■ ■ ■ .
™ek " A  + I  mIc " s g n C q ^-y-lnn - ----q^gnCq )] = 0 (2-35)

a max
which is obviously differentiable with respect to m^.

Because the value of m, is limited between -m and m■ K max max
unnecessary computation can be eliminated by checking to find if the

state of the system is within the boundaries of the small-signal region.

The two boundaries of the region are defined by equation (2-33) when m̂ _

is replaced by m , for one boundary, and by -m for the other, nisx max
Thus, let

fI " "ek ™ "he + Tmax + ~ 1A
-aT max

"aVax^ 2 a
-aT

ln(l + -5— le’Am 1 k amax

f2 = "ek ~ T k  -" T m a x  + Sgn(e~aT\  + jA

m I) max'

-aT
Tnax^ 2 a

max x

ln(l +
max

! e - A  +k a
-aT

max I) = 0 (2-36)

A functional block diagram of this control scheme is shown in Figure 2.7 

A linear control region about the origin of the error state plane can 

be realized through linearization of (2-35).



max

max

Evaluate

s(s+a)

„ A I . . T , -aT. 1-c aT Xmmax , .
fI - - 0K - I T  0K + a V cillltc V ~ ---  "max'—  1,11^ max

I -aT. l-e~aT I . I" Ck-

. A I . T -aT. l-of_ = -e, - - C 1 - — m +K/vnc v, h---2 k a k u max k a
-aT

J - S i  ln(1+ »--- Ie-lllV  + M
-aT

"max'—  x n u +  — 10 ck+ a "max ̂ > a max

o\

Figure 2.7 A computer controlled second-order system.
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2.3.2 Second-Order With Two Time Constants

For a second-order plant which has no poles.at the origin of 

the s plane, it is recommended that the system matrix be diagonalized 

with a linear transformation prior to obtaining the state equations in 

sampled-data form. The small-signal discrete-time m^ is then obtained 

by solving the state equation one sample period backward in time from 

the switch curve, as was done in the case of the double-integrator.

2.4 MULTI-MODE CONTROL OF HIGH-OKDER PLANTS

The preceding concepts of a multi-mode controller are applicable 

in general to higher-order systems; for example, those characterized, by

x = Ax + bm, Iml < m (2-37)

where A is an n x n matrix with real eigenvalues, m is periodically 

sampled and held, and x and b̂ are column vectors. Although the algebra 

involved for such higher-order systems is more complex, the design 

philosophy remains much the same. In addition to switch curves, there 

are switch surfaces which separate the state space into two halves; 

switch curves are embedded in switch surfaces. One type of nonlinear 

small-signal region of interest is that which is confined by two 

surfaces, one of which is the continuous time switch surface. Other 

types of nonlinear small-signal regions of interest are those which are 

about switch lines. Within a small-signal region about the origin, a

linear policy can be employed. These points are illustrated in the ' 

following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

CONTROL OF THIRD- AND HIGHER-ORDER SYSTEMS IN MINIMUM TIME
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3.1 DISCUSSION

The techniques considered in the preceding chapter for second- 

order systems are extended here to the design of time-optimal control

lers for systems of higher-order plants. The magnitude of complexity 

tends to increase many fold for an increase of one degree in the plant; 

Insight into this can be obtained through detailed consideration of 

the controller design for a third-order triple-integrator plant. Prob

lems are encountered here that do not exist for lower-order systems.

The development of this control philosophy for the triple-integrator 

plant serves as a model for its development for other third- and higher 

order plants.

For linear time-invariant systems of high order, when the control 

input is constrained by magnitude limitations, the truly time-optimal 

control law is known to be of the bang-bang type. The control input 

is either at its maximum allowable magnitude or at its minimum value, 

depending on the location of the state vector at that instant.. This 

implies the need of switch surfaces or hypersurfaces in terms of 

the state variables. For feedback control, the switch-surface 

criterion is incorporated in the control law. Thus the problem of 

finding an optimal control law is reduced to the problem of deter

mining the switch surfaces. These surfaces can be obtained by integra

ting repeatedly the state and costate equations in reverse time. It
1Liihas been established that for n -order time-invariant systems
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with real eigenvalues and a single.control input,.the time-optimal 

switch surface is (n-1)-dimensional, and it requires at most n-1 

changes in the sign of the control to bring any controllable initial 

state to the origin of the state space.

In this chapter near time-optimal control of the third-order inte

grator plant is considered first; an attempt to generalize to the control 

of n^-order systems with real eigenvalues will follow.

3.2 MULTI-MODE CONTROL OF THE TRIPLE-INTEGRATOR PLANT

3.2.1 Plant Characteristics

Consider the design of a time-optimal controller for a plant 

characterized by

G(s) = ™  (3-1)
s

In view of the block diagram (Figure 3.1) the system equation can be 

expressed as

-e = m(t) - 'r*, |m(t)| JLmmax (3-2)

Assume that the input signal r is a constant, a ramp, or a'parabola,
■ A Ain which case the term 'f can be omitted. Let x^ = -e, Xg r x^, and 

A .X^ = Xg. The vector-matrix equivalent of (3-2) is then 

x = Ax +  bm(t) (3-3)
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r (t) +

Figure 3.1 A control system.

where

x = [X1 x2 X3]', b = [0 0 I]'

0 1 0  
0 0 1 
0 0 0

and |m(t) | <_ max

By virtue of the maximum principle, the Hamiltonian function of 

the system is

H = - I +  U1X2 + a2x3 + O3m Ct) (3-4)

which is to be maximized with respect to m ; and hence
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The costate variables satisfy

A = - 9H_ =1 ^x1 .
9H

a2 9 X2

and

_ 9H ' _
a3 9X3

(3-5)

(3-6)

It can be shown from (3-6) that, regardless of the initial values of 

O1 J Ct2 , and cy, Ct3(I) changes sign at most twice. From (3-5), therefore, 

m(t) has at most two changes in sign. The locus of the first sign 

change is a surface which passes through the origin of the state space 

and divides that space into two equal halves; while that of the second 

sign change comprises a switch curve which is embedded in the switch 

surface and also passes through the origin of the state space. For 

time-optimal control, the final segment of the optimal trajectory must 

follow the switch curve to the origin. If the initial system error 

state does not lie on the switch surface, the application of the 

appropriate control action will force it to the surface; continued 

application of a control action of the same magnitude but with opposite 

sign will transfer the state to the switch curve.
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3.2.2 Switch.Curve and Switch Surface

Labeling and as the initial values of the state vari

ables , x^j x^a and x^, respectively, the solution to (3-3) with m = M 

a constant is

xI - E l + V + ^  +

■ Mt^
=2 = Sz +  + - T

x3 = S3 + Mt

(3-7)

where, as before, M equals either +m or -m . The particularmax max
trajectories (3-7) that approach the origin of the state space are

termed the zero trajectories; hence, the zero trajectories constitute

the switch curve. Each zero trajectory, one for M  = m and the othermax
for M = "ltlJnaxJ can be parameterized by solving (3-3) in reverse time, 

starting with x = JD and with reverse time t = 0.

x^ = Mt^/6

X2 = M t 2/2 (3-8)

x^ - Mt

Suppose the time it takes the system error to reach the origin 

along the zero- trajectory is t^ and the time to reach the zero trajec

tory is tg. Starting from the origin and working in reverse time.
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Chang [10] h a s .generated .the switch surface as .follows:

- tI 4
X2 ' M(^  + tIt2 " ' I >

)

(3-9)

x3 ‘ M(tl " t2>

In terms of the error state variables, equations (3-9) take an alter

nate, closed form [18]:

(3-10a)

where

Ix3F 3
V x sgn (x2 + 25--- >max

(3-10b)

Similarly, the switch curve (3-8) reduces to

2 , ,  2x, = X0ZbmI 3 max

x3 F 31
max

(3-11)

Note that the projection of the switch curve on the x^x^ plane is 

exactly the switch curve for a double-integrator plant, and it also 

relates to the argument of the sign function of equation (3-10b). This
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fact suggests the possibility .of applying some results derived for the 

double-integrator case to.this particular third-order system.

The sketch in Figure 3.2 shows the structure of half of the switch 

.surface and switch.curve for negative values of x . .The other half 
(positive values of x^) of the surface has exactly the same appearance 

but with opposite orientation, that is, the two halves exhibit odd 

symmetry about the origin of the state space. The switch surface has 

a smooth contour except along the path where the switch curve is 

embedded; the switch curve, or the zero trajectory, forms the ridge 

(valley) which "blocks" the passage of an optimal trajectory.

3.2.3 The Switch Function

Because the switch surface divides the state space into two halves,

one in which m is optimal and the other in which -m is optimal, max max
it is a demarcation surface. As in the second-order case, therefore, 

it is possible to rearrange the switch surface equations (3-10) to 

define a switch function:

X1 + ~  + + M(
3M,

_f3 +  ̂ ) 3 / 2
2M? M 1

Xi - P (3-12)

g is positive if x^ > P and g is negative if x^< P . Thus, the optimal 

control policy can be expressed in terms of g.

m(tj = -m_ sgn(g) (3-13)



switch
curve

Projection 
of switch curve

Figure 3.2 Sketch of continuous -time switch surface and switch curve
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where

sgn(g)
1+1,. g > o

-I, g < O

3.2.4 Discrete-Time System

The discrete-time or sampled-data model of the triple integrator 

plant preceded by a zero-order hold circuit is obtained in a straight

forward way, but the control of the system to force = X2 = X3 = 0 

is quite different from the continuous case, as will be observed. 

Accounting for the sample-and-hold circuit, the triple integrator of 

equation (3-3) in discrete time is characterized by

m(k) = $x(k) +hm(k) (3-14)

where |m, | m , k = 0, I, 2, ...; jx(k) is used to denote x(kT) , 

x(kT) = [x^(kT) x2(kT) X3CkT)]', and T is the sample period. Here

after, x(k) may be conveniently abbreviated as x^.

Because the system is sampled at regular intervals of time, a 

transition zone about the switch surface should be provided so that a 

trajectory does not overshoot the switch surface. A similar provision 

should be contemplated for the zero trajectory. Finally, possible

x(k+l)

JL 3'
I T ^ T
1 T 2 3!

O l T x(k) + T2
2

0 0 1 T



limit-cycles about the origin of the.state space.must.be damped out.

The subsequent development presents a detail design .of a digital 

controller to implement the aforementioned requirements.

3.2.5 Linear Mode

It is generally known that time-optimal control of an n^-order 

linear system having real eigenvalues requires no more than n sample 

periods for the system to reach its equilibrium from any given initial 

point [63] . When the control signal is subject to saturation, however, 

the set of initial states from which the equilibrium point can.,be 

reached in n periods is also bounded. Thus, only those initial states 

within this bounded region can be forced to the equilibrium point in n_ 

periods or less, and this bounded region is called a reachable region 

for the system. For the present system, n = 3, and the equilibrium 

is at the origin of the error state space.

To find the boundaries of the reachable region, assume that three 

sample periods are required to drive the system from an intial state 

x(0) to the origin, i.e..

58

x(l) = #x(0) + hm(0)

x(2) = Ox(I) + hm(l)

x(3) = 0jx(2) + hm(2) x(3) = 0

(3-15)
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Using the maximum control effort m(k) = '+m ", these equations reduce to—  max

3 20 = $ x(0) + $ hm ' +' 5>hm ' + ’hm —  —  —  —  max —  —  m a x --- max (3-16)

or

x(0) ='[+<f1 +$"2 +$"3]hm " (3-17)—  —  —  —  —  max

3There are 2 combinations of + signs'in (3-17), forming the 8 vertices 

of the reachable region. Each vertex with its respective control sequence 

is listed in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1. Vertices of the reachable region.

Vertices I 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 8

Xl(0)/l3™max . 9/2 ■ 11/6 25/6 13/6 25/6 13/6 9/2 11/6

X2(0> ziX a x 9/2 1/2 .7/2 3/2 7/2 3/2 9/2 1/2

xS w z i m Inax 3 .1 I I I I 3 I

Control Sequence + ,+ ,+ -,+ ,+ v»+,- -,T,+

The simplex formed by these vertices define the reachable region F 

which is a parallelepiped centered at the origin (see Figures 3.3 and 

3.4). Equations of boundaries of region F can be expressed in terms 

of the state variables. Suppose three of the vertices are represented
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Projection of the 
switch curve

Figure 3.3 Linear small-signal region, projection on 
the plane.
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x
I

Projection of 
the switch curve

-5

Figure 3.4 Linear small-signal region, projection on 
the Plane.
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by the vectors z^} and . The condition in which they are coplanar 

is

(2 - Z 1) ° (Z2 " Z 1) X  (r3 T1) = 0 ; (3-18a)

where

Jt = ' [x y z] '

In terms of rectangular coordinates this becomes

(3-18b)

Consider the following six functions that are found in this manner:

F 1 = X 1 + 2 Tx0 + 3
- T m F . = x. + 3 7 2TrTxo + -TttT x _ + yT3mI I 2 6 3 max 4 I 2 2 12 3 2 max

F0 = X1 + 2Tx 0 + 3
+ T m Fc = X, + Tx0 + - T̂2X0 - T3m2 I 2 6 3 max’ 5 I 2 3 3 max

F_ = X1 3
+ X t x 0 + VyT2X - y T 3m F, = X, + I 2Tx0 + X-T x 0 + T3m3 I 2 2 12 3 2 max’ 6 I 2 3 3 max

(3-19)

It can be shown that jx is in F if and only if

F < 0 < F12 —  —  I
F4 < Q < F3 (3-20)
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The objective is then to find a control policy, one expressible in 

terms of the current.state, to force the error to the origin in three 

sample periods or less. Consider the following equivalent of (3-15):

3 2x (3) = $ x(0) + $ hm(0) + 'Shm(I) + hm(2) (3-21)

or

-I 3m = -Q $ x(0) (3-22)

where m = [m(0) m(l) m(2) ] 1 and Q = [$^h, $h_ h] , By use of straight-
1

forward matrix algebra ,

m(0) = - - I t x 1(O) + 2Tx 2(0) + - T 2X3(O) ] (3-23a)

m(l) = -|[2x1(0) + BTx2(O) + | T ^ ( 0 ) ]  (3-23b)

m(2) = - - I t x 1 (O) + Tx2(O) + | t2x3(0)] (3-23c)

Now since the time origin is quite arbitrary, the linear relationship

For a. given state point x, if it is within the reachable region F,
the following conditions prevail: Im(O)| < m . |m(l)| < m , and1 —  max 1 1 —  max
m(2) < m . Thus, an alternate approach to check whehter x £ F is
as follows:

1. Compute the components of m in accordance with equations (3~23a) -
(3-23c);

2. x F if and only if all three m(i)’s satisfy [m(i)| < m■1 —  max
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between m(0) and x(0) must be.the same’as that between m(l) and x(l) 

or that between m(2) and x(2). By shifting the time origin to some 

arbitrary k T , the control action corresponding to that of equation 

(3-23a) is

m(k) = --- Itx1Ck) + 2Tx2(k) + ^-T2X3 (h) ] (3-24)

which is the minimum time control law for the system when the state is

in the reachable region. Because the control law m(k) is a linear

function of x(k), and the magnitude of m(k) never exceeds m , this ~  max
reachable region is also known as the linear small-signal region; and 

the control operation is referred to as a linear small-signal mode.

3.2.6 Nonlinear Mode I: One Period to the Switch Surface

The finding of a near optimal control policy for sampled-data 

control of a triple-integrator plant involves the solving of the state 

equation (3-14) one sample period backward in time from the switch 

surface. To be consistent with notation used in previous sections, 
let the set of states x = [X3 X3 X3] ' that satisfies the continuous

time switch surface equations (3-10) be denoted by x = [x x„ x ]'S XS /S *jS
tiland suppose further that the system state at the (k + I) sampling 

instant is precisely on this switch surface, that is, x(k + I) = x . 
Equation (3-14) now becomes
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= I s - = I k  +  T*2k +  i H 3 k  +  i!*k.
. 2

=2s = =2k +  ?=3k +  M t  (3-25)

=3s = =3k +  T»k

These equations and those of (3-10) can be combined to eliminate 

dependence on x . The result is

.m2 T3 -^=Sk+ tbV^ ; I
=Ik + T=2k + ~2=3k + Y T k  + — — 2 +  M^(=2k +  ?=3k +

-2mk) (=3k + ^ k >  + M l[- — 2
(=3k + T*k>. . I
2M, + M ^ (x2k +

ix3 k + ¥ k ,l3/2 - 0 (3-26)

where

M 1 ’ + Ix3k +  4 \  +  ^max
(3-27)

It is evident that there is no closed-form solution for the discrete 

control policy m^ in equation (3-26) which is nonlinear and includes 

abrupt discontinuities. However, can be computed by squaring the 

left-hand member of (3-26) and searching for the minimum point by 

iterative methods that do not involve the use of derivatives. The 

iterative method proposed by Powell [5l] and modified by Zangwill [69]
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could be used, but convergence of this search can be very slow if the 

minimum point of the function in question is far from the initial 

search point. A more suitable approach for the problem at hand is 

to employ a factorial search prior to the application of a quadratic- 

convergent method in order to reduce the range of the search. A computer 

program for this algorithm is included as Appendix A of this thesis.

As an alternate approach, the common Newton-Raphson method may be 

employed provided that the discontinuities in equation (3-26) are 

obviated. As a first step, observe that the argument of the sign func

tion in equation (3-27) is, in effect, the same as the combined state
2

equation and the switch equation for the double-integrator system if _ 

it is equated to zero. For convenience, equation (3-27) is rewritten 

in the form

M maxsgn(p + q) (3-28)

where

max

2 (v +  TV l \ + 0.
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The following conditions prevail.

i

% axsgn(p) if Ip  I > hi

V ixsgnCq) if IpI < hi
Sn(P) if P v q

(3-29)

max if p

The m^ which satisfies p + q = 0 can be obtained in closed form and 

is denoted here by m^,

2x " ‘s
™k 3k maxS g n C x ^  + [-1 + / I + 7 ^ — |x01. + — A  ] (3-30)Tm 1 3k ' T max

Since the quantity ( x ^  + Tm^)2 /2M^ is always positive, condition

Cx + Tm, ) 2
(3-29) dictates that the quantity [----- -̂------ h — (x„, + Tx„, +
9 m. -i

T^ 3/2 1-^m^)] of equation (3-26) is always positive also.

Thus, for a given state (x^, Xg^, x ^ ) ,  m^ is" computed and compared 

with the initial guess and with the subsequent interations of m^. If 

\  —  “k ’ sgn(p + q) = +1; if m^ < m^, sgn(p + q) = -I. These condi

tions assure the existence of 9H/8m^ where H is defined as

3 2See the derivation in previous sections for the 1/s system.
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H ‘ H(2 k - V  ' xIk +
• -rp

Tx„, + + T3
2™3k + Ti™k + i"(x2k + Ix3k + r s V *

O:-, + '"i:
(x3k + 1V  + Ml [ - T 2--- - '

2
+ ^ ( X ot. + TX3k + ^Tlk)] 3/2 (3~31)

max
M1 2k

and

9 H T  * T 2 I rP^
8 ^  = -6 + j r - ( = 3 k +  +

max

T L T21 / xSk + Tl\^
+ 2[ (x3k + Tmk) 2 + 2m /  C 2I 2mmax max

+ M~(x2k + IX3k + V k ^ 72j
(3-32)

One of the most common and simplest search techniques is the 

Newton-Raphson method which generates Ink via the relation

Hj+1 _ j _____
“k ™k (SHZBmk)

V - k
I, 2, . . (3-33)

The search is terminated when, for some j , mĵ 1"."*" = m3 . The Newton- 

Raphson method has been found to converge rapidly to solution of the 

problem considered here, and could be readily implemented on a digital 

controller for on-line control.

Given a particular value of Ink , there is an associated state 

space surface consisting of state points from which the application of 

this Ink results in X ^ 1. being on the switch surface. There are an
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infinite number of such shell-like surfaces to span the entire space,

covering the whole range of m^(-” < m^ < -f00) . The = 0 surface

passes through the origin of state space, serving as a separator which

divides the positive m̂ . to the one side and the negative to the other.

Recall that the control input to the system plant is bounded at +m :—  max
control signals with absolute values that exceed m are saturatedmax
and assume the maximum magnitude. The m, = -hn and m, = -m surfacesk  max Tc max
bracket a narrow spatial region which contains small-signal shells

l \ l < m (see Figure 3.5).—  max
Half'of each of the +m and -m surfaces coincides with halfmax max

of the continuous-time switch surface, except in the vicinity of the

origin.■ This is to be expected because each half of the +m andmax
-mmax surfaces is an extension of the other half. Hence, if the system 

state is on one of these two surfaces or. within the transition zone 

of small-signal control at any sampling instant, a suitable m^ will be 

generated to transfer the state onto the switch surface at the next 

sampling instant.

3.2.7 Nonlinear Mode II: Two Periods to Switch Curve

In the continuous-time control, the final segment of the optimal 

trajectory is that which follows the switch curve path toward equilib

rium. For the sample-data case, in order to ensure that the trajectory 

reaches the switch curve in minimum time, consider establishment of a 

region in which a nonlinear control is.exerted to drive the state to
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m, =-m Tc max
surface

surface
W - '

switch / 
curve

Figure 3,5 Cutaway view of boundary surfaces of small-signal 
region of the nonlinear small-signal mode I.
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the switch curve in two sample periods or less. This approach is a 

direct extension of that employed for the second-order system.

Assume now the goal of reaching the switch curve. The development 

parallels that presented in subsection 3.2.5. At the end of the second 

sampling instant, the final state x(2) is Xg , and x(2) relates to the 

initial state x(0) by

x(2) = $ ̂ x(O) + '^hm(O) + hm(l)

or

-$2x(0) = Q
I
m(0)
m(l)

where

Q = [-x(2) $h h]

(3-34)

Rearranging equation (3-34) yields

I T3 T4 T5/3

m(0) _ 1_ 
y

2
Tx2(2) (2), -Tx1(2)+2T2x2(2), - 3T2x^(2)+^rT3x2(2)

" "61 x3^2  ̂ ” It x 3^2^

m(l) -Tx9(2)+ |t2x ^(2), Tx1(2)-2T2x9(2), ^T2X1(2) - |t3x9(2)

- -^T3X3 (2) + |t4x3(2)

%(0)

where
(3-35)
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y = T3X1 (2) - T4X2 (2) + y ^ 3 (2)

In particular, the first two equalities of equation (3-35) result in

(3-36)
. X2(O) 3X_(0) . .. . . rri -

HX(O) = - t ( - Y -  + — --- ) + - 2X3s )

and in general,

m ( k ) ----- — —  + x (k) ] - •— [T2x „ + 3x (k) ]
T max Z Js i

(3-37)

where x2g is expressed in terms of x^g by the use of the switch curve 

equation (3-llb).

Corresponding to each point Xg of the zero trajectorythere is a 

finite surface S . Every point x(k) , x(k) £ S', can he mapped onto that . 

specific point. Therefore each Xg , hence X^g, can be expressed as a 

function of an 3i(k). Expanding the first row of equation (3-35) and 

assuming that x(k+2) satisfies the switch curve equation (3-11), it 

follows that , with M = Inlnax,

2
X3g + BMTx2g + 2M2T2x3g - 6M2 [x^(k) + Tx3(k) +  ̂ 3X3(k)] = 0 (3-38)

Methods for solving such a cubic equation are well known. An interesting 

observation is that only the real root of equation (3-38) satisfies a 

given initial state x(k) in the region, thus giving rise to a unique 

control signal, equation (3-37), which in turn drives the state toward 

the zero trajectory.
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Figure 3.6 depicts a segment;of this small-signal region, which

includes a tubular space of rhombic cross-section tangential to the

zero trajectory. With some imagination one can see that this region

also includes a portion of the space between the m, = +m surfacesK —  max
described in subsection (3.2.6).

3.2.8 The Controller

The optimal controller for the system incorporates all modes of 

operation discussed so far. They are

I. Saturated mode —  |m^| = mmax»

II. Small-signal modes —  |m^| ltlJnax'

1. Nonlinear small-signal mode I —  One sample period to the
switch surface.

2. Nonlinear small-signal model II —  Two sample periods to
the switch curve.

3. Linear small-signal mode —  Three sample periods to the
origin.

The time minimization of each mode of operation contributes to the 

overall nearly time-optimal control. Within each region- a specific 

control m^ is generated to force the state trajectory to a predeter

mined boundary in a minimum number of steps. . The small signal regions 

correspond to the modes of operation superimposed on one another in the 

same order listed above. The implementation of these suggests the 

inclusion of a decision making device capable of real-time digital 

computation. The time involved in calculating m^ should be small
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Zero switch

Finite — 
surface S

Projection 
of z.s.c.

Figure 3.6 Tubular region of the nonlinear small-signal mode II.



compared to the sampling period of the system, hut methods of state 

variable prediction could be used to account for a moderate computation 

delay. In general, a modern minicomputer would be sufficient to handle 

the job.

Figure 3.7 contains a sampled-data model of the triple-integrator 

plant under computer control. To track an input signal, the error signals 

are processed to generate which, after being filtered through the 

saturation element, is applied to the plant. Figure 3.8 is a block 

diagram of a computer simulation of the digital control of the triple

integrator plant.

3.2.9 Simulation Results „ -

The designed system has been simulated on the Sigma 7/MSU computer

under the condition that m = T = I .  Also, nonlinear small-signalmax
mode II is not included in the present simulation. This results in 

some deterioration in performance at some instances; a typical trajec

tory approaches the switch surface with maximum control effort applied, 

is forced to the switch surface with nonlinear small-signal mode I , 

follows this surface (again with maximum effort), then may overshoot 

the zero trajectory slightly because mode II is absent, "parallels" 

the zero trajectory until the linear small-signal region is inter

sected, and finally reaches the origin with finite-settling-time linear

control.
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Tx-I T r1+4z +z

Computer

Figure 3.7 Triple-integrator sampled-data system.

linearlinear regionregion

linear
region

Output

StartRead input 
I k ’ x2k’ x3k

Solve cubic eq. 3-38 
by Cardant's formulas

Generate 
saturated 

control value

Initiate Newton- 
Raphson search 
routein for m,

Figure 3.8 Flow diagram of a third-order computer controller.
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Steps have been taken in the simulation to eliminate unnecessary 

searches and computations. These measures limit the regions in which 

searches are effected to the small-signal nonlinear region. This is 

achieved by checking, before each iterative search, whether the 

trajectory has entered the small-signal region or is in the saturated 

region. By letting m^ = +1 and m^ = -I in equation (3-31) , two func

tions of x(k) result, and H , respectively, which define the two 

boundaries of the small-signal nonlinear region.

T^ T^ ^x3k —
E+ = + T=Zk + -2=3k ±  -6 + - ^ 3 ----

+ e+ { (%2k + Tx^  -  (x%  ±  T) + Y4.)

with

sgnIjl2k + Tx3k ± +
(X3k + U l k 3 k I  I|

and

Yj V x2k +  - 3 k  ± 4  I ' "

Thus, for every state outside of the small-signal linear region.

™k

I if H < H —  +
, -I if H >_ H_
m^ found by search if H > H > H
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The largest T 3 ^maxJ equal to I w a s .used in the controller equa

tions and various values of T .were used in the plant equations to 

simulate parameter variations. The results were quite encouraging; 

for example, for an initial value of (10, -2, 5) the system takes 25 - 

steps to reduce the error to zero if the T = I is used in the plant 

while Table 3.2 contains settling time results for.other plant values 

of T. In Table 3.2, the settling time is defined as the time required 

to reduce the magnitudes of all error vector components to less than 

0.01. A FORTRAN program and some results of the simulation are 

included in Appendix B and a flow chart of the program is shown in 

Figure 3.9.

TABLE 3.2. Settling time variation.

Plant T I. . : . . .0.9. . .. . ..0.5. . . .0.1

Increase in settling time 0% 18% 40% 20%
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H -O

H -0 m, =-l
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Read T
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X. +Tx,
x0+Tx +T m, /2

Figure 3,9 Diagram of computer simulation program for control of
system G(s) = l/s^ m = I.J ’ max
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3.3 GENERALIZATION TO HIGH-ORDER DYNAMIC .SYSTEMS

It is natural to attempt to extend the.development presented so 

far to apply to more general types of systems which include high-order 

plants. As has been shown, the implementation of digital controllers 

for time—optimal control calls for an expression of.the switch surface 

of the system in question, expressible in terms of the state variables 

so that the computation of the feedback minimum-time control policy is 

feasible. For the third-order system considered in Section 3.2, and 

the second-order systems in Chapter 2, it is possible to obtain explicit 

equations for the. switch surface and switch curves. However, switch 

surfaces of many systems, especially those of most high-order, systems, 

cannot be obtained in an explicit form.

The maximum principle of Pontryagin provides the necessary condi

tions for the optimal control function and describes the general 

properties of this function. Many papers in the literature have 

considered approximate designs for time-optimal control, but few have 

succeeded in providing simple and reasonably accurate descriptions of 

the switching boundaries for linear systems of order higher than three. 

However, Athanassiades and Smith [1] in 1961 detailed an approach for 

n^-order linear, time-invariant systems with real eigenvalues and one 

control variable, for which case an n-1 dimensional time-optimal switch 

surface is described by a set of n equations, each of which is 

expressible in terms of the switching time with the state variables
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being the dependent variables. For an n^-order case, n-1 or less 

switchings are required; hence there are the same number of unknown 

variables to be computed to determine the exact position of the switch 

hypersurface. Once the switch surface is known, the determination of 

boundaries for the small-signal mode regions is relatively straight

forward.

The problem is formulted in subsection 3.3.1 which is followed 

by comments on the continuous-time system in subsection 3.3.2. Only 

the distinct and negative eigenvalue case is treated here. The develop

ment can be extended, with mathematical complications, to the non- 

distinct eigenvalue case. Subsection 3.3.3 discusses the structure 

and properties of switch surfaces from the geometric point of view; 

the mathematical description of these surfaces is presented in sub

section 3.3.4. The material presented in subsection 3.3.1-3.3.4 forms 

the basis for the subsequent presentation of the sampled-data case, the 

description of which is found in 3.3.5, and a small-signal control 

policy parallel to that of Section 3.2 is derived in 3.3.6 for small- 

signal mode I. The small-signal linear mode is considered in 3.3.7.
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3.3.1 Statement of the Problem

Consider the n-dimensional system with a linear, time-invariant

plant

v = Av + dm (3-39)

where v is the error state vector of the system, the n x n matrix A

has real eigenvalues, m is the scalar control input constrained by

I m| <_ TOjnax and is periodically sampled and held, and _d is a constant
column vector. It is assumed that the eigenvalues of matrix A are

X X , X-, ..., X such that I, 2 3 n

0 > X > X > X > . . . > X (3-40) -1 2  3 n

In the s domain, the plant has the following transfer function .

G(s) = + x (3-41)(s - X1) (s - X0) ... (s — X ) I Z n

The problem consists of finding an admissible discrete control 

sequence such that

m(t) = Hifc, 

K l  -  "max'
for (k-l)T <_ t < kT, k = I, 2, 3, ... (3-42)

results in transferring any given system error v;(0) to in minimal 

time. It is desired to determine a digital controller which, having
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access to all state variables, will compute and generate the necessary 

control action to satisfy the minimum-time requirements.

3.3.2 Continuous-Data Case

Without loss of generality, the matrix A of equation (3-39) is 

assumed to be in the Jordan canonical form exhibiting directly its 

eigenvalues on the main diagonal. The components of the state vector 

are then uncoupled, thereby facilitating subsequent developments. This 

diagonalization is always possible: a nonsingular matrix P exists

that transforms an arbitrary square matrix B, having distinct eigen

values, into the diagonal form through the similarity transformation 
-I

A = P  B P ; and thus,

It can be shown [ l] that an additional linear transformation

d.x. = X .v . can be applied to the components of the coordinate trans- 
J J  J J

formed equation (3-39) to obtain the following n first-order differen

tial equations:

x = Ax + bm (3-43)

where
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P 1 V

The minimum-time theory gives that there are at most n-1 changes 

in sign for the continuous control policy m(t), and that m(t) takes the 

maximum magnitude available between switchings in order to maximize 

the Hamiltonian function. Let

m(t)

where M  is held constant at either m or -mmax max
are solved to yield

(3-44)

Equations (3-43)

• xItXj = ( ^ d - M ) e J - M 9 j = I, 2, n (3-45)

Awhere Cj = Xj (O). Equations (3-45) describe a trajectory in the state 

space which originates at (C^» C2 ». Zy . ..,C )• It is possible to 

eliminate time t from the equations and to describe such trajectories 

completely in terms of the state variables.

As an alternative to (3-45), equation (3-43) can be solved in 

reverse time T to obtain

" VXj = (Cj — M) e J + M, j = l , 2 ...... n (3-46)

3.3.3 Definitions and Properties of the Switch Boundaries

The two curves that correspond to C.'s = 0 and M  = m or -mj max max
in (3-46) form the unique final trajectory or switch curve. Starting
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from the origin we may trace the path of each trajectory in reverse 

time and find aggregated sets of points defining the switch boundaries 

in space. Let the desired end point, X = O ^  be denoted by And let

the final trajectory be designated by Xq , which has the property that 

if 25 G  Xq , x may be forced to X^ in minimum time without any sign . 

changes in m(t). Similarly, the set of points X^ is defined such that 

if x E  X^, then x may be driven to X q with no switching and to X^ with 

one switching in minimum time. Following this same line of reasoning, 

one may conceive that there exists additional sets of points X^, X^, 

...,X^, ..., Xn_2$ xn_^ such that

X, C X n C X 1 CT C  XktC  ... C  X . C X  . C X  . d 0 I H  n-3 n-2 n-1 (3-47) '

where X^_^ constitutes the entire state space. For the state point

which is an element of X^, that is, 2c €  X^, there are required at most

i sign switchings of the controller output to bring the state vector

from that point to the origin of the state space in minimum time.

The geometrical characteristics of the sets X ,■X , X . , ..., X -U l Z  n—I
are elaborated in the sequel.

I. In n-dimensional Euclidean state space, the set X q is a one

dimensional manifold or a curve, which contains X^. One half of Xq is

obtained for m = -Hn and the other half for m = -m . Moreover,max max
the set X1 is a two-dimensional manifold or a surface which contains I
the curve Xq and the origin X^. In general, the set X^,



K = O ,  I, n-2 is a (K+l)-dimensional manifold obeying the rule

(3-47). Particularly, the set ^ , being an (n-1)-dimensional manifold,

is called a hypersurface, it divides the state space into two equal

parts: The +m domain on the one side and the -m on the other, max max
2. Each set X^, i = 0, I, 2, ..., n-2, is. symmetric about the 

origin and extends infinitely in the state space. Half of all states

x E  X. are governed by +m , the other half by -m . This means that 

if an initial state x:(0) is in a position such that x(0) 6  X^, the 

state vector will be driven onto X__^ (onto X^ if i = 0) by the 

respective maximum control effort. States which are symmetric about 

the origin require the same length of time to reach X^.

3. If an initial state 2c(0) is located arbitrarily in state space, 

i.e., jx(0) G  X^ the state vector can be driven to the hypersurface 

X^ £ without switchings.

4. The set X^  ̂ is continuous and smooth, except where it has

points in common with X^ ^ where it is continuous only. Similarly, the

set X „ is continuous and smooth, except at X ., where X „ is n-3 n-4 n-3
continuous only. In other words, the set X^, i = I, 2, ..., n-2, is 

continuous and smooth, except at X^ where X^ is continuous only. 

However, the set X^ is continuous and smooth everywhere. This can be 

attributed to the fact that the family of trajectories in equation 

(3-45) is controlled by a constant effort of extreme value M  for a 

finite length of time t before switching; within this interval x is

86
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a smooth function of time. At the switching boundary, m equals -M,

and hence x has a finite discontinuity. Therefore, x is not smooth

but continuous only. In any case, all trajectories with x C  X „—  n-2
follow the contours of the switch surface and its embedded curves.

The presence of the switching hypersurface and the +F1max domains 

is indicative of the need for means of testing whether the present 

state belongs to certain regions of the state space. If the current 

state vector x belongs to the set X^ the generated control force 

should take on the proper polarity such that x is driven onto the hyper

surface X^_2 without any switchings. If the current state originates 

on X^ then the proper control force is that which drives it onto 

X^ and so on— until the state point reaches the system equilibrium, 

at which time the appropriate control function is zero.

3.3.4 Equations of Switch Surfaces

Let x. n , j = I, 2, ..., n, denote the components of the vector 3 iu
Xq > Xg €: X^; and let t^ be the time required for the state vector to

go from x to X . Furthermore, let x. _, j = 1 ,  2, ..., n, denote the 0 d J »
components of the vector X-̂ , x^ G  X^; and let t^ be the time required

for the state vector to go from x:̂  to x^ €1 X^. Continuing on in this

fashion, a set of equations representing x. ., i = 0, I, 2, ..., n-2,3 >i
is given on the basis of (3-45):
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• i Ox . n = -Me • + M  J >u

TxitI
x n = (x. n + M)e J - M  Jjj- J »u

T xitO
x. „ = (x - M)e J + M J jz 3 9j-

• •

—X t
x3,n-2 = + C - D " 4"1"]= 3 ”'2 + ( - D nM  (3-48)

for j - I, 2, n. These equations may be incorporated into single

expressions by successive substitution. Let a set of auxiliary vari

ables, W i , i = O , I, 2, ..., n-2, be defined:

Wi = GxpCti + ti+1 + ... + tn_2) (3-49) -

When these identities are substituted appropriately in (3-48), the

following expressions for the hypersurface are obtained in terms of

the components of x „. For n even,— n—2
-X. - X . -X.. -X.

x = M(1 -2w g + 2w ... + 2w -1 - w_ )̂ (3-50)I,n-2 n-2 n-3 1 0

And for n odd.

Xj .n-2 = “ t"1 + X - 2  - 21V 33 + ••• + S Xj - " 0Xb  (3-5D

Suppose Di E  X ^ i but x  ̂  ^n_2’ ^ condition imposed on equations
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(3-50) and (3-51), in this case,.is that the inequalities

1 < w„-2 < "n-3 (3-52)

be satisfied. Note that relation (3-52). is a direct consequence of 

the definition given in (3-49) because all switching times t^, t^, tg, 

•••» tn_2 have positive values. If the state vector belongs to 

the set C  C  ... Cf ^ , but does not belong to X^_^, then ■

tO 5 tI 5 tN have Positive values, and t ^ ,  t ^ ,  ..., t ^ g  are

all zero. Hence,

I < w„ < w.N-I < w.N-2 *1 < (3-53)

is used with the following equations to determine the components x.
J i

of the state vector x^:

, “Xj _A-ix. - M d  - 2„h  + 2w n_3
- X . -X.

+ 2w^  ̂ - W q )̂ for N even (3-54)

and

- X . -X. -X. -X.
x_. ^ = M(-l + 2w^ J - 2w^_J + ... - 2w^  ̂ + W q -1) for N odd (3-55)

where N < n-2.

For this type of bang-bang control problem, it has been proven

[3] that each trajectory is unique for a given initial state.

Therefore, for a given n-component state x x ‘€1 X _, there— n-2 — n-2 n—2
exists n-1 values W q , w ^, ..., w^_^ satisfying equations (3-52)
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and (3-50) if n is even, or (3-52) and (3-51) if n is odd, and vice 

versa. In.general, if the given state is x^, E  X^, then there 

exist N+l values w Q , satisfying (3-53) and (3-54) if N is

even, (3-53) and (3-55) if N is odd, and vice versa. Thus, the set of 

w ^ ’s can always be computed from any given state point in space; and 

conversely, if a set of w_/s are given, a corresponding initial state 

x. can be pinpointed precisely also.

3.3.5 The Discrete State Transition Equations

Consider the dynamic system governed by the vector matrix differen

tial equation (3-43). If the components of x are measured or estimated 

only every T seconds, and if the control is constant within each such 

sample period, the resulting sampled-data. system is governed by the 

vector matrix difference equation

x(k+l) = $(T)x(k) + h(T) m(k) (3-56)

relating the state x- at the sampling instant (k+l)T to its state at k T ,

T seconds earlier. Here, $(T) is called the transition matrix and Ii(T) 

is a weighting factor. It is well known [ 28,63] "that

&(T) = eAT (3-57)

and

T
h(T) = f e 7 dr b 

0
(3-58)
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In the present case, A is a diagonal matrix, and therefore 5(T) is also 

a diagonal matrix. Thus,

I3_

X1 (k+1)

X2 (k+1)

+
» 

®

A 1T

,X1T

-

X1 (k) hI
x 2 (k).

+ >

Xn(%) hn

m(k)
(3-59)

’3.3.6 Small-Signal Mode I —  One Step to the Hypersurface

In the discussion that follows, n is assumed to be even. No sig

nificance is attached to this assumption;- the alternate assumption, 

would also illustrate the general approach to the problem. The purpose 

of this.section is to establish a region in which a state vector may 

be forced to the hypersurface in one sample period by applying a small- 

signal control action |m^| <_ mmax* Let a typical point on the hyper

surface be denoted by x , x = [x, x„ ... x ]'. Equation (3-50) 

of the surface can now be written in an expanded form as 

-A. -A. -A. —A.
x. = M(1 - 2w ^ + 2w ^ - ... + 2w J - wn  ̂) (3-60)3 s n-2 n-3 I O y

Suppose the state point at the (k+1) instant lies exactly on 

the switch hypersurface, i.e.,

x (k+1) = x, (3-61)
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Then at k sampling instant the.state is simply

x(k) = $ ^(T)[Xg - h(T)m(k)] (3-62)

If m(k) = mJliaxJ equation (3-62) gives'

X1(It)

x2 (k)

-X1T .
6 <xls -
-X2I .
e (x2s - hA a x 5

-X T
x (k) = e n (x - h m ) n ns n max

(3-63)

forming the surface which we shall designate as X . Similarly, if

m(k) -mmax

X1 Ck)

x2 (k)

"X1Ta (xl5 + I 1Bmax) 
-X2T
e _ (x2a + Ii2Bmax)

] (3-64)
. -X T

x (k) = e n ( x + h m )  n ns n max

forming the opposite surface X . The sets X+ or X have the propertys s s
that if the current state point lies on either one of them, it will 

fall exactly on the switch hypersurface X at the next sampling

instant, under the influence of the driving force +m or -m ,max max
respectively. Within the small-signal region bounded by X^ and Xg ,
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the control force is m, | < m ' . . On the other hand, if the stateK max
vector 2c(k) lies beyond the boundary surfaces and Xg , m(k)

is limited to +m " or -m only.max . max
From equation (3-62) ,

I .
m(k) = 7— [x - e 3 x (k) ],

' j 38 3
Ij 2 , e . . j n (3-65)

Hence, the output of the digital controller must deliver the following

signals according to the conditions specified in order to achieve this

minimum-time control.

* i . X T
m (k) = 7-r-[x - e 3 x (k)] if |m(k) | < m (3-66)n . i o i Tnax

if |m(k)I > m  (3-67)■ 1 1 —  max

and

m  (k) ■ I . V
mBaxssnV txJs " e xJ<k)]1

3.3.7 Linear Mode Control

It is realistic to expect a physical system to exhibit a limit 

cycle if the system is controlled by strictly bang-bang control action. 

The size of such limit cycles depends on the degree of inaccuracies in 

the characterization of the system.equations used by the controller. 

Generally, however, such limit cycles are small in comparison to the 

global response of the. system.
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One approach to eliminate these limit cycles is to impose in the 

vicinity of the origin a small region which will capture and deliver 

any state within it to the equilibrium point in finite steps. As 

mentioned in Section 3.2.5, for time-optimal control of an n^-order 

linear system having real eigenvalues and a control signal which is 

subject to saturation, there exists a bounded space such that a state 

trajectory that is within this space can be forced to the origin in n 

sample periods or less. This bounded space is called a reachable 

region and is denoted by F.

The boundaries of F are the set of initial states 2c(0) from which 

the state trajectory can reach the origin in exactly n periods, but 

which have neighboring states which require n+1 periods. Consider 

again equation (3-56). For n periods,

Jx(I) = $(T) x(0) + h(T) m(0) 

x(2) = $(T) x ( D  + h(T) m(l)
(3-68)

x(n) = $(T) x(n-l) +  h_(T) m(n-l)

which are combined to form

n—I
x(n) = 4>(n) x,(0) +• £ 3>(n-l-i) h(T) m(i)

i=0
(3-69)
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where

$(k) A O(O) = I

When the m(i)'s of (3-69) assume'saturated values and 2£(n) is precisely 

at the origin, (3-69) becomes 

n—I
0(n)x(0) + T O(n-l-i) h(T) m = 0  

—  —  . n —  max

Equation (3-70) specifies the location of distinct extreme points of

the reachable region F, which has been proven to be a convex set [15 ].

The total number of combinations of -Hn is 2n : hence there are 2n—  max
distinct extreme points. A convex set with only a finite number of 

extreme points is essentially a convex polyhedron. The line joining 

any two adjacent extreme points is called an edge which is the inter

section of two hyperplanes. One can readily conceive that there are 

2n hyperplanes in constructing the convex polyhedron.

A hyperplane in n-space is defined to be the set of points

X = {x|cx = z)

with c f 0 being an n-component row vector and z a scalar.

i=0

or

nx(°) = J [+$(~i)]h(T) mmax (3-70)

(3-71)
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Any state x satisfying

cx = C^x1 + C2X2 + + c x  = z . n n (3-72)

lies on the hyperplane. In order to determine a hyperplane, it is 

necessary to specify.z and the n-components of c^ that is, n+1 parameters, 

but only n independent parameters and hence n points are needed.

Consider a boundary function F^, & = I, 2, ..., 2n, defined in 

terms of the hyperplanes:

arranged in a fashion so that only points in the convex polyhedron F 

satisfy

(3-73)

Because of the symmetric nature of the subspace, the F^'s can be

(3-74)

The time-optimal control policy in F is a linear function of the

state variables. Again, for feedback control, it is desirable to 

express the current control action in terms of the current state 

vector. Consider equation (3-69) and let :x(ii) = 0_. The resulting
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equation becomes

0. = $(n)x(0) + $(n-l)hm(0) 4- 5>(n-2)hm(l) + ... + $(l)hm(n-2). + hm(n-l)

(3-75)

■which can be condensed into the form

-$(n)x(0) = Qm

or, after rearranging,

-I
m = -Q $(ri)x(0) (3-76)

where

m = [m(0) m(l) m(2) ... m(n-l)]’

and

Q = [$(n-l)h 5>(n-2)h ... 0(l)_h h_]

Note that each component of m i s  a linear function of x(0).^ In 

particular, let the n x n matrix © denote the product -Q "*"$(n). The 

relationship between m(0) and 2c(0) is then

m(0) = 9^ 1 (O) + e12x2(0) + ••• + 6inxn (0) (3-77)

An approach similar to that given in the footnote on page 
can be followed here also.
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which, after shifting the time origin, yields

m(k) = O11X1 (R) + + ---+ 6inXn ^  (3-78)

Thus, repeated application of m(k) will bring any given state within 

the region F to the origin in n sample periods or less. Equation 

(3-78) conforms with the restriction |m(k) | <_ mm̂ax if F, and m(k) 

is uniquely determined [28],

3.4 .SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

This chapter has been devoted to the study of systems with a 

■ tripIe-integrator plant and with other high-order plants which are 

characterized by negative real eigenvalues.- The concept of multi-mode 

control is applied to the design of near-time-optimal controllers for 

these systems. A controller for the triple-integrator plant is designed 

in detail. In addition to the saturated control mode, the control 

scheme employs.three small-signal modes: A linear small-signal mode

which includes a parallelepiped subspace centered at the origin of 

state space, a nonlinear small-signal mode II which includes a tubular 

subspace of rhombic cross-section tangential to the zero trajectory, 

and a nonlinear small-signal mode I which includes a region bounded by 

the switch surface and an auxiliary surface which is one sample period 

from it in reverse time.
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The design method is generalized to n^-order systems. Instead 

of a simple switch surface, the switch hypersurface is an (n-1)-dimen

sional manifold which separates the state space into two halves.

Another hypersurface which is one sample period back from the switch 

hypersurface defines the small-signal mode I which can generate a 

control policy to bring any state point within the associated region 

onto the switch surface in one sample period. The control scheme also 

includes a linear small-signal mode which confines a convex subspace 

centered at the origin of the state space; initial states within this 

region can be forced to the origin in n steps or less. Outside of the 

small-signal regions, the control values assume +m or -rm ,

depending on the position of the state point relative to the switch 

hypersurface.

The controller for the triple-integrator plant has been simulated 

on the XDS Sigma 7 computer with good results and the system appears to 

be rather insensitive to sample period variations. In another series 

of experiments, the controller did practically equally well without 

the presence of the small-signal mode II.

A closer examination of the relationship between the switch 

surface and the region which is enclosed by small-signal mode II 

reveals that the tubular region merely inscribes a small part of the 

switch surface, that is, only three vertices of the rhombic cross- 

section touch the switch surface. For an arbitrary initial state which
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is not on the switch surface but leads eventually to mode 'I control, 

the bang-bang signal and subsequently the control generated by mode I 

force the state point very close to (if not on) the switch surface.

The remaining'trajectory then follows the contour of the switch surface 

and is driven toward the zero switch. curve. The probability of the 

trajectory being included in the tubular region II at any given sampling 

instant is very small. Thus, mode II can be omitted in this case with 

negligible effect on control .quality to reduce computational require

ments .

It is for the above reason that additional modes of control have 

not been included in the design of controllers for n^-order systems.

It is surmised that once an arbitrary state point is forced near the 

switch hypersurface the remaining trajectory will follow the hyper

surface to the linear region. Further research on this is required.
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CHAPTER 4

OPTIMAL CONTROL OF LOW-ORDER SYSTEMS WITH ADDED DELAY
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Considerations i n . this chapter are directed toward an aspect of 

digital control of dynamic systems with pure time delays. The work of 

preceding chapters is concerned with insensitive minimum-time control 

of linear, lumped-parameter, time-invariant systems (LLPTI systems).

The objective here is to extend these results to systems of a more 

general class, ones which also include transportation lags or pure time 

delays. A delay element with delay time is defined as a system 

element which has an input and an output, the output being an exact, 

but time-delayed replica of the input. The Laplace'transform transfer 

function of the delay is e Tds #

In many process industries, e.g., chemical and petroleum industries, 

processes under control invariably exhibit some, degree of transportation 

delay. Many authors in the literature have adopted a method which 

incorporates a pure time delay in series with a LLPTI system, as shown 

in Figure 4.1, to characterize such processes. An advantage of this 

model is that certain existing control techniques, being highly 

developed for the ordinary linear system, can be extended to apply.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Plant

sub-plant

m(t) delay m(t - T )
d r

linear, lumped- x(t)
parameter, time

Td invariant plant

Figure 4.1. Linear system with pure time delay.
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The problem of control of .such a plant has been investigated by 

many previous workers, notably Smith. [59], .Jury 122], Kalman and 

Bertram [25], Merriam [39], and others I 11, 19, 26, 28, 29] . some of .whom 

used the classical approach of analysis in the frequency domain, but 

many'treated the delay as a side-issue and concentrated on . other aspects 

of the control problem. Smith applied predictor type control to a 

continuous-time system with dead time (another term for .pure time 

delay); his methods were based on formal linear block diagram manipula

tions. Jury analyzed sampled-data systems with delay by use of the 

modified z-transform. Kalman and Bertram considered optimal linear 

control of linear sampled-data systems, and then extended their analysis 

to the case where the plant contains a pure delay. . Further work on the 

problem of Kalman and Bertram was done by Kurzweil [ 29] and Koepcke

[26]. Merriam applied dynamic programming to the problem of minimizing 

a quadratic integral performance index for a plant with delay and a 

first-border time-varying sub-plant; he generalized his treatment to 

the case of an n^-order sub-plant. In a paper dealing with optimal 

nonlinear control of systems with pure delay. Fuller [19] introduced 

and defined the state of the delay as part of the state variables, 

and claimed that his results are useful for suggesting and assessing 

suboptimal techniques.

The treatment of delayed systems in this chapter follows the 

approaches of Kalman and Bertram, Koepcke, and Kuo in the use of time-
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domain and state—space methods. Although a single input is considered 

here, the approach is readily generalized.to apply to multivariable 

inputs processes [29] .

It should be mentioned in passing that, although optimal control 

theories such as the maximum principle and dynamic programming are 

well developed, computational difficulties are encountered when optimal 

control theories are applied to systems of order higher than the third 

because of the complexity of calculations involved in implementing the 

optimal controller, as is demonstrated in Chapter 3. Some writers 

advocate an approximate approach to solve this problem; they observe 

that a variety of high-order systems exhibit step responses that are 

closely approximated by step responses of low-order systems that are in 

series with a pure time delay [27,32,40,59,65]. This aspect is explored 

further in Section 4.4.

4.2 A CLASS OF LINEAR PROCESSES WITH INPUT DELAY

Consider the system shown in Figure 4.1. A mathematical description 

of this system is

x(t) = Ax (t) + bm(t-T^) (4-1)

where m(t) is the continuous-time scalar input command, and m(t-T^) is

the output of the delay element. Observe that if the delay is absent,

the system is the same as that described by equation (3-43) of Section

3.3.2.
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The solution of (4-1) in continuous.form is given by 

t
x(t) = $(t)x(0) + / $(t-g)bm(g -T ) dg' (4-2)

0

If the input m(t) is sampled and held.every T seconds with a sample

occurring at t = -x (see Figure 4.2), the equivalent•sampled-datad
system equations are

x[(k+l)T] = $(T)x(kT) + h(T)m(kT-xd) (4-3)

T
where 0(T) = e and h(T) = / 0(T-g)^b dg. In .order to use (4-3) to

0
•predict ^[(k+l)T], it is of course necessary to have sampled 2£ at 

t = kT.

For the sake of simplicity, assume initially that the delay time 

is an integral multiple of the sample period. Substituting x^ = NT 

into equation (4-1) yields the recursive equation

x(k+l) = $>(T)x(k) +■ h(T)m(k-N) (4-4)

where the argument T is omitted for notational convenience only. By 

performing successive iterations on equation (4-4), it follows that

x(l) = $(T)x(0) + h(T)m(-N),

x(2) = $(2T)x(0)'+ $ (T)h(T)m(-N) + h(T)m(l-N) (4-5)

x(3) = 0(3T)x(O) + #(2T)h(T)m(-N) + 4>(T)h(T)m(l-N) + h(T)m(2-N) '



m (t) /  , zerororder delay lowT-order
sample at 
t = -T ± kT

hold constant at m(kT-tj) 
for

Td system

for k = 0, I, 2, • •» kT -TdSt < (k+l)T

Figure 4,2 A linear sampled-data system with delay

106
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At the end .of the N t*1 .step, it is apparent that x(N) can be written as

N-I
' x(N) = $(NT)x(0) +• I $(N-l-i)h(T)m(i-N)

i=0
(4—6)

Thus, the state x(N) of the system depends only upon the state x(0) 

and on the N input values that are specified just prior to t = 0, 

and does not depend on control action specified following t = 0.

Let the time origin be shifted to some'arbitrary kT; the expression 

corresponding to (4-6) is

Equation (4-7) indicates that the output state is predicted N sample 

periods ahead of the present state, based on the present output 2c(k) 

and on the sequence of inputs m(k-N) , m(k+l-N) ■, . .. , m(k-l) . If the 

delay element is removed, equation (4-7) gives x(k) = $(0)x(k) = x(k) , 

and equation (4-3) gives

which is the standard description of a linear plant without delay.

In the more general case, if = NT + AT where 0 <_ A < I, it can 

be shown that

N-I
x(k+N) = i>(NT)x(k) + . I $(N-l-i)h(T)ra(k+i-N)

1=0
(4-7)

x(k+l) = $(T)x(k) + h(T)m(k) (4-8)

N
x(N+l) = $(N+1) x(0) +. I $(N-i)hm[ (i-N-A)T]

i=0
(4-9)
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and therefore, x(N+l) depends only on x(0) and on .the N+l input values 

that are specified just prior to t = O', and does not depend on control 

action specified following t = 0.

In many applications, x is not sampled as above, but instead is 

sampled at t = -6T + kT, k = 0, I, 2, and S is some fixed Value in

the range 0 <_ 6 < I. In order to apply (4-9) in such a case, it is 

only necessary to use the following relationship between x(0) and 

x(-6T):
61

x(0) = $(6T)x(-6T) + [/ $(61 - a)bda]m(-Nl-I-Al) (4-10)
0

Note that the values x(k) occur at the same instants that control 

to the sub-plant is allowed to change levels. Ihus, if _x(k-t-N+l) = 0̂, 

for example, then m(k+l-A) and all subsequent m's can be set to zero, 

provided that the estimate is accurate and that external disturbances 

do not apply.

Again, the time origin can be shifted to some arbitrary kl, with

the result that the expression corresponding to (4-9) is
N

x(k+N+l) = $(N+l)x(k) + I $(N-i)hm(k+i-N-A) 1] (4-11)
i=0

which predicts the output state at (N+k+1)I on the basis of the present 

state x(k) and the input sequence m(k-N-A), m(k+l-N-A), ..., m(k-l-A), 

m(k-A) .

In engineering practice if the sample period is small compared to 
the delay time, the latter can be approximated by a suitable choice of 

I so that = NI, in which case the simpler result (4-7) can be applied 
instead of (4-11).
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4.3 A PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER

The control technique of this section combines-the.results derived 

in the preceding section and . the results for multi-mode control of low- 

order systems presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Instead of rotating.the 

switch curve in.state space to accommodate the delay factor, as 

previously proposed [53], this method measures the present state of 

the system and projects a future state for a period which is equal to 

the delay time of the system.

Consider the case where Tj= NT. The time delay unit can be regarded 

as a composite set consisting of N equal delay elements, each with 

delay T. These delay elements are connected in series with a low-order 

linear plant, as shown in Figure 4.3. At any time t, kT <_ t <_ (k+l)T,“ 

the state variables x(k) and N past controller outputs are available 

to the predictor, which computes an estimate jx(k+N) for 2£(k+N) according 

to equation (4-7) in fast time. Based on the predicted state, the 

controller generates the appropriate control action so that the system 

may be brought to equilibrium in near minimum time.

In an actual system, the output of each delay element cannot be 

measured directly. Thus, the N past outputs of the controller must be 

stored in the predictor unit. ' This predictor must therefore be capable 

of generating x(k+N), equation (4-7), and must retain the N most recent 

values of the controller output.
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Plant

x(k4N)

Computer _Predictpr

-sNT

Digital
Controller

Low-order

system
linear

Figure 4.3 Predictive control of a linear plant with delay.
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The function of the controller is . t o . generate a.suitable control 

policy m(k) as a function of the low-order state vector. The policy 

proposed is the same as those proposed in preceding.chapters, except 

that the predicted state x(k+N) is used instead of D£(k) to generate m(k) 

Figure 4.4 shows the block diagram of a controller for a second-order 

plant with added time delay to illustrate the design procedure. For 

an existing initial state x(k) in the state plane (see Figure 4.5), . 

the position of the state x(k+N), N samples later, is predicted by 

assuming that x(k) is under the influence of the previous sequence of 

N control actions. If x(kd-K) is within the small-signal region, the ' 

control action Im(k)I < m is generated; otherwise, +m or -m 

is the output of the controller depending on the location of J:(k+N) .

The new m(k) value affects the state vector only after a delay of N 

sample periods. Since the present state is measured and checked 

recursively at every sampling, the state vector can be brought from 

an intial state to the desired state in near minimum time.

4.4 APPROXIMATION OF HIGH-ORDER SYSTEMS

The purpose of this section is to present some of the practical 

problems that arise when minimum-time control techniques are applied 

to high-order systems and to give a way to by-pass some of these 

problems. Many large-scale system processes in industry can be 

described as high-order, over-damped systems"usually operating within
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*ssr = small signal-region
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Figure 4.4 Flow diagram of the proposed controller 
for a second-order plant with delay.
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x(k+N)

max
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Figure 4.5 A second-order example for system 
with input delay.
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limits on the allowable control action [40J . If a high-order model 

is used to design an optimal controller for closed-loop control of 

such a system, the resulting controller may prove to be impractical 

from the economic standpoint. In such cases,.the replacement of a 

high-order controller with a low-order one (with some modification) 

is a logical approach.

A high-order system poses several problems that cannot be over

looked in controller implementation. Referring to Section 3.2, the 

solution for an n ^ - o r d e r , linear stationary system requires the solution 

of n-1 nonlinear equations to obtain an iterative solution for n-1 

variables. The problem should be resolved at every sampling, instant 

to insure that the controller generates the proper control actions.

The number of computations is significant; it is possible that the 

associated computer time and hardware could be more beneficially applied 

for other purposes.

The accessibility of all n state variables poses another difficulty. 

The determination of system parameters and the location of state points 

relative to switch surfaces requires the knowledge of every state vari

able at the sample points. Yet, in many situations of a more compli

cated nature most system states are not directly measurable, and hence 

they must be estimated from the system output response. Consequently, 

the solution is often inexact. Because the estimated states do not 

reduce the number of variables to be handled by the controller, the 

problem posed by high-order systems still persists.
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Moreover, the description .of a physical plant inevitably leads to 

a mathematical model, and even.the.best models'are.usually.over

simplifications of reality; most systems exhibit some degree of non

linearity and possess some distributed-parameter characteristics.

The discrepancy between the theoretical model and the physical system 

results in errors which m a y o r  may not be significant. The point is 

that optimal control of ,a system means only optimal control of the 

mathematical model. True optimal control of an actual physical system 

can seldom be achieved. Therefore, it seems pointless to spend 3 urge 

amounts of time and effort to obtain an exact solution of a high-order 

model when a less complex, low-order model which may lead to comparable 

system performance.

A number of researchers have demonstrated the versatility of the 

low-order model plus pure time delay as a means of approximating 

physical systems. A second-order model is especially attractive 

because only one output variable need be measured and its first deriva

tive estimated, or alternatively, two state variables measured. 

Vercammen and Cauwenberghe [65] proposed a method which consists of 

plotting the'frequency characteristics of a high-order system on a 

Bode diagram and then fitting it with that of a second-order-plus-delay 

model. The delay time and the second-order parameters are then deter

mined graphically and mathematically from the amplitude characteristics 

and phase angles corresponding to the natural frequency. Typically,
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a model of the•transfer.function

.(-s + a).(s +".b) (4-12)

is used to approximate a high-order chemical process.

The model parameters•can also be obtained from the process step 

response data by the use of nonlinear regression. Koppel and Latour

[27] cite empirical applications of the second-order-plus-delay model 

to the operation of cracking furnaces, distillation columns, etc.

In one of their examples, Latour, £t al. [27,32], use the second-order 

model

to represent a tenth-order system

in a time-optimal control application and obtain satisfactory results. 

Although the true optimum cannot be obtained, the simplicity brought 

forth is a vast improvemeht.

Another example of a similar nature is given by Moore, ejt'_al. [40] , 

in which the sixth-order system

Gm (s) (29s + I) (24s + I)

G(s) = I
(s + I) 6

is modeled by
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-2.38s

Gm (s) = --- ---------y
(1.851s+ 1)Z

This is obtained on the basis of minimum squared error between the step 

responses of the system and the model. The comparison is shown in 

Figure 4.6.

Third-order-plus-time-delay models to approximate high-order 

systems can be obtained in a similar fashion. Additional effort is 

required because one more state variable is involved in the process, 

but improved accuracy is possible. Once the delay time and the param

eters of a desired low-ordc: model are determined, a digital controller 

for the high-order system can be designed by following the procedure 

outlined in the previous sections.

mode

process

10.0 1570'

Figure 4,6 Second-orderr-plus-delay model and minimum- 
error-square fit. [40]
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORTS
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5.1 SUMMARY

The general subject of this thesis is nearly time-optimal control 

of linear sampled-data systems, constrained by input saturation. The 

objective is to obtain control policies so that the system is relatively 

insensitive to parameter variations in addition to reducing the system 

error in nearly minimum time. These control policies must be readily 

implementable in a digital computer. The approach to the problem has 

relied on the geometric point of view and on the use of multi-mode 

control concepts.

In Chapter I, a short review of the literature pertaining to the 

time-optimal and suboptimal control problem is given. Some preliminary 

theory and pertinent works related to time-optimal controller imple

mentation are also presented.

The multi-mode control scheme consists of nonlinear small-signal 

modes about each switch boundary, a linear small-signal mode about the 

origin, and a saturated mode elsewhere. Chapter 2 details the procedure 

for designing the near time-optimal controller which employs the multi- 

mode control scheme for a double-integrator plant. The controller may 

be implemented either digitally or by analog means. Other types of 

second-order systems are treated and design procedures are outlined.

The design approach is extended to higher-order systems in 

Chapter 3. For a triple-integrator plant, the digital controller 

incorporates the following: (I) a nonlinear mode I which governs the

space generated by moving one sample period in reverse time from the
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switch surface; (2) a nonlinear mode II which governs the tubular 

region generated by moving 2 sample periods backward from the switch 

curve; and (3) a linear small-signal mode which can force any state 

within a specified region about the origin to zero in three sample 

periods or less. In general, there may be n-1 such nonlinear small- 

signal modes for an n^-order system. However, mode II, mode III, and 

higher modes are omitted in the treatment on the basis that once the 

initial state is forced onto the switch surface, the trajectory will 

follow the general contour of the surface toward the origin of the

state space. Simulation results indicate that the response time is
a * '

t + 2T or less for the double-integrator and t + 31 or less for the

■ triple-integrator plant when there is no parameter variation and where
*

t is the ideal minimum time. However, a 10 percent variation in the 

sampling rate did not contribute significantly to the extension of the 

response time.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the control of linear plants with 

added delays. Algorithms for the control of such systems are derived 

so that they may be controlled by controllers for the corresponding 

systems without delays through a predictive computer which stores 

appropriate previous control signals and generates a future state. A 

means to control high-order systems by the use of low-order models plus 

delay is also proposed.
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5.2 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since the approach and objective of this research is different 

from those of any previous works, it is exceedingly difficult to make 

a one-to-one comparison of results here with those of others. Most 

papers in the engineering literature deal with time-optimal control of 

continuous systems; some are concerned with sampled-data systems, but 

almost all ignore the sensitivity of the system to parameter variations. 

Nevertheless, ah attempt is made here to view the different approaches 

and to compare performance, when feasible, based on response time.

It is well known [3] from the maximum principle that the trajectory 

of a bang-bang system is unique and time-optimal for a given x(0) if 

it follows a path which has the least number of switchings. The 

present multi-mode scheme assigns most of the state space to the 

saturated mode of operation which employs the maximum control values 

available to the system, hence the sampled-data trajectories follow 

optimal paths of the corresponding continuous system except within the 

domain of the small-signal regions. Theinfluence of the small-signal 

modes upon the system states alters slightly the optimal trajectory 

but not so much as to significantly increase the overall response 

time. Much of the increased response time is attributed to the linear 

mode of operation in which the system state is brought to the origin 

in n sample periods or less. On the other hand, it is these small- 

signal modes that prevent limit-cycles which otherwise result from
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parameter variations and sampling delays. Moreover, the linear region 

in the neighborhood of the origin is likely to stabilize any small 

trajectory deviation caused by imperfect components and switchings. 

Pokoski [54] has hypothesized that for a sampled-data system subject 

to input saturation, the optimal response time is no more than t + nT 

seconds; he proved this for second-order cases. Data from simultations 

have directly varified this for the double- and triple-integrator 

systems. By contrast, typical response times for Smith’s quasi-optimal 

controller [71] for the triple-integrator are from 1.5 to 2 times the 

corresponding theoretical minimum time.

The strategy of Desoer and Wing [13-15] enables one to find the 

optimal control function as a linear function of the state variables, 

but the control sequences are usually not unique' for a given initial 

state, and the strategy has been shown to be sensitive to parameter 

variations [54]. The generation of a correct control value demands 

elaborate schemes to check the position of the state relative to a 

critical surface.

The methods of Lee [34] and Smith [58] are essentially the same 

as that of [1] and hence that presented in subsection 3.3.4. They 

adopted the switch-time approach, whereas the latter adopted the 

switch-surface (geometric) approach. In any case, all were working 

with the same set of state equations which describe the linear, 

stationary system, and the unknown variables involved .must be
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computed interatively. The two approaches are equivalent except that 

the switch-surface approach is more amenable to generalization to the 

multi-mode scheme which relies on the geometrical interpretation of the 

switch surface.

5.3 ASPECTS THAT MERIT FURTHER STUDY

The systems considered in the first three chapters of this work 

are linear, time-invariant, and have negative real eigenvalues. 

Obviously, this represents a rather restricted range of systems 

encountered in practice. A natural question to raise is: Can this

multi-mode method be applied to other types of systems such as those 

which have complex eigenvalues or are nonlinear and time varying? An- ~ 

affirmative answer cannot be made without further intensive investiga

tion in each case.

For a linear system which has complex poles, the number of 

switchings depends on the position of the initial state relative to 

the origin of the state space. Hence, an upper bound for switchings 

cannot be established in general. Time-optimal control of such systems 

is still possible, however, and the author feels that certain small- 

signal modes are still useful in that they enable the related sampIed- 

data system to achieve near time-optimal and insensitive response.

Effort may be directed first to the study of some simple systems of 

this type such as the second-order linear oscillator.
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Although controllers for second- and third-order systems have 

been simulated with good results, controllers for higher-order systems 

as presented in Section 3.3 and its subsections have yet to be imple

mented.

The material presented in Chapter 4 should have a definite impact 

on the controller design for practical systems with delays and for 

those high-order systems which can be modeled by low-order systems 

with added delay. Additional effort is needed to vigorously exploit the 

proposed approach.



APPENDIX A

PROGRAM OF QUADRATIC-CONVERGENT SEARCH WITHOUT DERIVATIVE
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-FORTRAN (GOfLS)''
■C*****QU'ADRATIC-CONVERGENT SEARCH WITHOUT DERIVATIVE C TO FIND MK FOR A THIRD-ORDER SYSTEM WITHC G(S) = 1/S**3

DIMENSION D(4),H(4)fF(S)*MKI5)REAL MK
1 FORMAT(F10.5)
2 FORMAT(4F10.5)
3 FORMAK 3F10.5)
4 FORMAT (//'OS =«., F10. 5 f IOXt ' CARD ,F10.5//)READJ105»I J T

REACH 105,2) DO,DUBfDAC,XO 
&*****ASSUME THAT M=I 

CO 150 N= 1,5 
READ(105,3) XI,X2,X3 
TD = T*T/2.
P = TD/3.
B = XZ + T*X3 A = Xl + T*X2 + TD*X3

C*****FACT0RIAL SEARCH-- ROUGH SEARCH
TRIAL = -I. -x
DO 10 L=Ifll
Cl = X3 + KTRIAL
C2 = C1*C1
C3 = C2*C1
Q = B + TD=S=TRIAL
AC! = ABS(Cl)
G = Q +  0.5*C1*AC1 
SW = SIGNl I.,0)
Z = 0.5*02 + SW*0
TRIALF = A+P*TRIAL+0.33333*C3+SW*G*C1+SW*(Z**1.5) 
TRIALF = TRIALF*TR IALF
IFtL.EQ.I) GO TO 8 .
IF(TR IALF.GE.TEMP) GO TO 10 

8 TEMP = TRIALF 
XO = TRIAL

10 TRIAL = TRIAL+0.2
C*****QUADRATIC SEARCH;-- REFINE SEARCH

D(I) = XO-DC 
D ( 2) = XO 
D( 3) = XO + DO 
DI 4 ) = XO + 2.*00 
DO 30 J=2,3 
I = J

25 MK(I) = D(I)
Cl = X3 + T*MK(I)
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C2 = C1*C1 C3 = C2*C1 
Q = B +  TD*MK{I)
ACl = ABS(Cl)
G = Q + 0.S-(Cl=^ACl)
SW = S IGN(I.,G)
Z = 0-S-C2 + S W * Q  
IF(Z.LE.O.O) GO TO 26
HID = A+P*MK(I)+0.33333*C3+SW*Q*C1+SW*(Z**I.5) GO TO 27

26 H(I) = A+P*MK(I)+0.33333*C3+SW*Q*Cl27 F(I) = H(I)^H(I)
30 WRITEt108,2) Z»H(I),F(I},MK(I)

IF(I.EQ.4) GO TO 40
IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 50 
J=3
I F(F(2)•GE,F(3)) GO TO 31 
I=I
GO TO 25

31 1 = 4
GO TO 25

40 OO 41 J=I,3 
D(J) = D(J + 1)41 F(J) = F{J+l)

50 D23 = 0(2) -0(3)
031 = 0(3) - 0(1)
012 = 0(1) -0(2)
0023 = D(2)*D(2) -0(3) *0(3)
0031 = 0(3)*0 ( 3) - D(1)*0(I)
0012 = 0(13*0(1) —D(2)*0(2)
0123 = 2.*(D23*F{I) + D31*F(2) + 012*F(3))
OS = (DD23*F(I) + 0031*F{2) + D012*F(3))/0123 
CAPO = -0123/(023*031*012)
WRITE(IOStA) DSfCAPO

C*****CAPD IS THE APPROX. 2ND DERIVATIVE OF F 
I F(CAPO.GT.0.0) GO TO 100 
I F(F(3).LE.F( I)) GO TO 70

C*****CAS£ (I)
55 0(3) = 0(2)

0(2) = 0(1)
0(1) = 0(1) - DUB

C*****rO COMPUTE THE NEW F(Dd)), F(D(2)), F(D(3))
60 DO 65 K=l, 3 

MK(K) = D(K)
Cl = X3 + T*MK(K ) '
C2 = C1*C1 
C3 = C2*CI
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Q = B +  TD*MK(K)
ACl = ABS(Cl)
G = Q +  0.5*(C1*AC1)

- SW = S1GN(l.,G)
Z = 0.5*C2 + SW*Q 
IF(Z.LE.O.O) GO TO 61'
H(K) = A+P*MK(K)+0.33333*C3+SW*G*C1+SW*(Z**l,5) GO TO 62

61 H(K) = A+P*MK(K)+0.33333*C3+SW*Q*C162 F(K) = H(K)*H(K)
WRITE!108,2) Z,H(K),F(K),MK(K)65 CONTINUE 
GO TO 50

C*****CASE (2)--- F(0(3)).LEoF(Dd))
70 D(I) =D(2)

D(2) = D (3)
D(3) = D(3) + DUB 
GO TO 60

100 ADl = ABS(D(I) - OS)
AD3 = ABS(Dd) - OS)
IF( AD1.GT.AD3) GO TO H O  
IF(ADl-DUB) 113,113,120 

H O  AMD3 = AD3 -DUB
IF(AMD3.GT.0.0) GO TO 120 

C*****CASE B
113 AD2 = ABS(D(2)—DS)

IF(DAC.GT.ADl) GO TO 140 
I F(DAC oGT.AD2) GO TO 140 
IF(DACoGT.AD3) GO TO 140 
IF(DSoLToD(I) ) GO TO 115 
IFIDSoGToD{3)) GO TO 115 
FC = F(3) - F(I)
IF(FC) 111, HI, 1.17 

111 D52 = DS - D(2)
IF(DS2) 112,140,114 

112. D(I) = DS 
GO TO 60

114 D(I) = D(Z)
0(2) = OS 
GO TO 60

115 CONTINUE
IF(F(3).GT.F(l) ) GO TO 116 
0(3) = D(2)
0(2) = D(I)
D(I) = DS
GO TO 60 “ ^

116 D(I) = D(2)
D ( 2 ) = D ( 3 )
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0(3) = DS 
GO TO 60

117 CONTINUE
IF(DSZ) 118,140,119118 0(3) = 0(2)
0(2) = OS

119 0(3) = OS 
GO TO 60C*****CASE A

120 BDl = -OS + 0(1) -DUB 
IF(BDl) 130,130,55

130 803 = -OS + 0(3) + DUB
IF(BD3I 70,140,140140 I =5 
MK(I) = OS
Cl = X3 + T*MK(I)
C2 = C1*C1 
C3 = C2*C1 
Q = B +  TO*MK(I)
ACl = ABS(Cl)
G = Q +  0.5*(C1*AC1)
SW = S I G N (I . , G )Z = 0.5*02 + sw*q 
IF(Z.LE.O.O) GO TO 142
H(I) = A+P*MK(I)+0.33333*C3+SW*Q*Cl+SW*(Z**1.5) GO TO 143

142 H(I) = A+P*MK(I)+0.33333*C3+SW*Q*Cl
143 F(I) = H(I)*H(I)

WR ITE(IOB,141)X1,X2,X3,F(5),OS
141 FORMAT(40X,5F10.5)
150 CONTINUE

END



1*83500 -.49463 .24466 -.10000

D5 = «00671 CAPO = 43.13547

1*78000 -.00651 
1*77264 -02413 
1*67500 .43219

«00005 
.000.55 
.IR679

-,00000 
.00671 
.10000

OS.= '00127 CAPD' = 38,32184

I*"5000 . -.00681 1.77264 .02413 
I» 77860 --00034

.00005

.00058

.00000
-.00000 
.00671 
•00127

OS = .00145 CAPO = 42-55752

1.00000 .00000
• 85500 .41142

!•15500 -.47328
.00000 
.16926 

' .22395
-1,00000 
-.90000 

-1.10000

CS = -.93304 CARP = 39 * 32597

I.OCQOO .00000
.98953 ■ «03059
• P5300 .41149

,00000 
.00094 
• 16526

-1.00000 
-.99304 
-,90000

CS = .*■ I-C 0054 CAPD = 33.49432

->ST9P# O

-V. 70000 -1.00000 60000 00000 ,00148

2,00000 .00000 .00000 .00001 -1.00054



Soge Typical Results

Case xIk X2k X3k
I 3-3 S 000 .091-34

3.37530 .216393• I?500 -.04026
.00590 
'•04 683 
.00162

-»60000 
-«50000 
-.70000

DG = -.67375 CAPD = 3-06483

II 4.CG300 -.33335
-25500 .13740
•52000 .77761

*11113 '
.01888
.60467

=-,00000 
.IOOCO 
-20000

5,00000 -4.00000 2.00000

fcV

.00001

\

.67375

DS = .06360 CAPd = 67.30400

4.00000 -4.00000 2.00000 .00326 .C636Q
III 4.OOOOC .00001 • .00000 I.00000\ 4.05500 .25644 .06576 I.10000

3»9550C -27738 . -07694 .90000

DS = 1.00391 CA0D = 14,26977
i

4.00003 .00000 .00003 I -.00000
4.Q0196 .01042 .30011 1-00391
4•C553C .2.5644 .06576 I.10000 I'

CS = .39983 CAFO = 13,11021

3,00000 -4,00000 .00000

;

.00000 .99983
IV 1.78000 .00631 -00005 -.00000

1-67500 -43219 .18679 ,10000 1



APPENDIX B

SIMULATION OF A MULTI-MODE 

DISCRETE TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
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C*****SIMULATI0N OF A TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL, SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEM WITH PLANT G(S)=1/S**3.
ASSUME THAT M=I 

REAL MKtMS,M 
FORMAT(F10.5)
FORMAT(3F10« 5)
FORMAT(2X,'ITERATIONS',5X,'MK',10X,’XI',I OX,'X2«,7X,»X3’,

1
2 
3

110X,1MK1,4X,* CHECKHt,5X, ,12X,»MSj)
4 FORMAT(5X,I3,5X,F10.5,50X,FL0.5)5 FORMAT{24X,5F10» 5)
6 FORMAT!8bX,F10.5)
7 FORMAT!24X,3F10,5//)
Ii FORMAT U  10 )M=I.

READ(105,11] NN 
READ!105,1) T 
T 2 = T*T 
T3 = T2*T 
TD = T*T/2.
P = TD*T/3.
DO 60 L=ItNN 
READ(105,1) VT 
READ(105,2) Xl,X2» X3 DO 50 N= 1,300 '
A = Xl + T*X2 + T0*X3 
8 = X2 + T*X3

C*****TO CHECK IF (X1,X2,X3) IS IN THE LINEAR, SMALL-SIGNAL REGION SGRi = Xl + T*X2 + T*X2 + 1.83333*T*T*X3 
SGR2 = Xl + 1.5*T*X2 + 0.58333*T*T*X3 
SGR3 = Xl + T*X2 + 0.33333*T*T*X3I F(SGR IoGT.T3)
IF!SGR1.LT.-T3) 
IF(SGR2.GT.0.5*T3) 
IF!SGR2.LT.-0.5*T3)

GO TO 200 
GO TO 200 GO TO 200 
GO TO 200
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200

IF{SGR3«GToT3J GO TO
IF{SGR3.LI» —T3) GO TO- .„MK = -SGRI/T3
GO TO 31 

200 CONTINUE
C*****TO CHECK IF tXl,X2,X3) IS IN THE
C IF THE SYSTEM STATE IS OUTSIDE OF10 MK= 1.0

Cl = X3 + T * M K  
C2 = C1*C1 
C3 = C2*C1 
ACl = ABS(Cl)

NONLINEARySMALL-SIGNAL 
THIS REGIONt MK=+I OR

Q = B +  TD*MK 
G = Q +  0.5*CI*AC1 SW = SIGN(l.fG)
Z = 0.5*02 + SWsS=Q ZT = StiRT(Z)
FPLUS = P*MK + A + 0.33333*C3 + SW*( Q=S=Cl + Z=S=ZT)IF{FPLUSoLE«0.0) GO TO 15MK = -1.0
Cl = X 3 + T=S=MK
C 2  = Cl=S=Cl
C3 = CZ=S=Ol
ACl = ABS(Cl)
Q = B  + TD=S=MK 
G = Q +  0.5*C1*AC1 
SW = SIGN(l.fG)
Z = Oo5*C2 + SW*Q

15

ZT = StiRT(Z) 
FMINUS= P=S=MK + A 
IF(FMINUSo GE.Oo O) 
GO TO 17 MK =IoO

+ Oo 33333=S=C3 + SW=M Q=S=Cl + Z=S=ZT) GO TO 16

REGION. MK=-I.

&
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GO TO 31
16 MK = -1.0 

GO TO 31
C*****NEWTON-RAPHSON SEARCH FOR MK

17 S = X3 + (X2 +X2)/T 
AS = ABS(S)
SQ = SQRTtl.+4.*AS/T)
HS = -X3/T -0.5*SIGN(l.,S)*(-l.+SQ)MK = 0.0 
WRITE(108» 3)
WRITE(108» 6) HS 
DO 20 1=1,100 
G = MK-MS
IF MK .GE. MS, SW IS POSITIVE.
IF MK .LT. MS, SW IS NEGATIVE.SW = SIGN(I.,G)
Cl = X3 + T*MK 
C2 = C1*C1 
C3 = C2*C1 
Q = B +  TD*MK 

■ Z = 0.5*C2 + SW*Q 
ZT = SQRT(Z)
H = P*MK + A + 0.33333*C3 + SW*(Q*C1 + Z=S=ZTJ WRITE!108,4) I,MK»H
DH = P + C2*T + SW*( C1*TD + Q*T + 1.5*ZT*(C1*T + SW=S=TD) ) X = MK - H/DH
IF{ABS(HK-X).LE.0.OOOl) GO TO 30 20 MK = X

30 MK = X
31 CONTINUE 

Cl = X3 + T*MK C2 = Cl=S=Cl 
C3 = C2*C1 
-ACl = ABS(Cl)
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Q = B +  TD*MK
G = Q . +  0.5*C1*AC1 
SW = SIGN(UtG)
Z = 0.5*C2 + SW*0 
ZT = SQRT(Z)
CHECKH = P*MK + A + 0o33333*C3 + SW*(Q*C1 + Z*ZT)

40 WRITEt108,5) X11X21X3,MK,CHECKH 
C*****THE PLANT OF THE SYSTEM IN RECURSIVE FORM 

THE RESULTING MK IS FED INTO THE SYSTEM
VARIATION OF SAMPLING TIME DUE TO PLANT PARAMETER VARIATIONS,VTD = VT*VT*0.5 VP = VTD*VT/3.
Xl = Xl + VT*X2 + VTD*X3 + VP*MK
X2 = X2 + VT*X3 + VTD*MK KX 3 = X3 + VT*MK 
IF(Xl.GT.OoOOOl) GO TO 50 
IF(X2.GT.0.0001) GO TO 50 
IF(X3.GT.Oo OOOl) GO TO 50 
IF( -XI.GToOoOOODGO TO 50 
IFI-X2.GToO.OOOl)G0 TO 50 
I F(-X3 o LEo Oo OOOl)GO TO 60 50 CONTINUE

60 WRITE!108,7)-X1«X2«X3 END



pone Typical Besnlts

T =  1.0

ITERATIONS vK

::lk xZIc X3k \ h K 5
1 C .0 0 0 0 0 - 2 « 00CC0 5 . GC0C0 - 1 * 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 . 6 0 0 3 2
1 0 . 9 3 7 3 3 2 . 5 0 0  10 4 . 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 . 6 9 0 4 4
1 4 . 1 6 6 6 7 6 . o on co 3 . OCCOO - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 . 6 9 0 4 9
E l . o n SSR 8 * 5 0 0 0 0 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 . 6 9 0 5 2
3 1 . 3 3 3 3 1 1 C . COOCO 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 . 6 9 0 5 2
4 1 . 6 6 6 6 4 1 C .5 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 - I . o o c c c 7 5 . 6 9 0 5 15I.S0SS7 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 -I-OOOCO 7 5 * 69 0 54
61 .3 33 3 C 8 . 5 0 0 0 0 - 2 . COOCO - 1 * 0 0 0 0 0 7 5 . 6 9 0 6 06-3.66663 6 . 0 0 0 0 0 • 3 . CCCOO - I »00000 4 8 . 7  6820

Xl X2 X3 MX ChECKH
I •ccoco2 -.41729
3 -•3?2°6
4 -•38271

72.53995 2.5000073*43616 -1.65136
63.72011 -5.57407

\ 62.62134 •8.45678
53.13°86 -10.33343
42.27968 -11.22221
31.02878 -11*10452
80.39917 -9.98763

ITETATISNS MK Xl X2

xf.88553 
•1.66432 
-.OllSO 
-.00000-4,00000 -•38271 -'00000-4.38271 1*00000 -.00020-3.38271 1*00000 -•00028

-2.38271 I*COOCO -*00034
-1.38271 1.00000 -•C0C36-.38271 1.00000 -.00036.61729 1*00000 -•C0C39
1.61723 1.00000 - * 00044X3 MK CHECKH

1
2
3
4

• OOOCC 
•63196 .58307 
-5794:

1.01454

32625 -7.2,7036 2.61723 .57941 *OOCCO

.52310

.03367
*00022

22173 -4.96335 3.13670 ■1.00000 •C0C07•9095 -2.96665 2.:i670 - a*00000 • COClOO-SOs -•56996 1.15670 -I*COCOO • OCCll
0*319 •12674 .13670 -•53090 •0600005341 •05759 -,33423 •44332 .00969C1319 -*05456 .10911 -•10911 -•ocooo00000 -•00000 .00000

\

MS
3.38197

3

MS
•5 3 5 6 8



O

I T = O^l
1C.CCCCC -2.COCOO 5. COCOO -1.00000 75-6903?
1C.!C350 2.09500 4.10000 -I.OOOCO 75.69037
13.52800 5.38000 3.20000 -I*00000 75.69040
19.54448 7.35493 P.3CCC0 -I.oooco 75.69040
27.42397 9.51999 I 40C00 -1.00000 75*69040
36.43745 10.37499 .50000 -!•00000 75.69038
45.9=593 1C.41998 -.40000 -1.00000 75'69C34
54,95041 9 «65498 -1.30000 -1.00000 75-69C4C
6?,=n18P 8.07998 -2.20000 - 1> OOOOO 75.6=043
63.2=136 5.69498 -3.10000 -1*00000 42.99504

ITERATieKS mK Xl XE X3 MK CHECKH H MS
3.38199

I • CCOOO 16,88556
2 -.417?? -1.66434
3 -•3?235 -.01190
4 -.3*2?: -.00000

72.99983 2.43998 -4.OCOOO -.38270 -•00000
ITERATIONS MK Xl XE X3 MK CHECKH H MS

6.50985 H
I .OCCCC -39.80942 S
2 •72324 -4.99502
3 •24416 -.122414 •847?6 -.00006

73.58331 -1.25502 -4.34443 .84726 -•00004
ITESAT I3\S MK Xl XE X3 MK CHECKH H MS

6.75281
I •"cccc -38.28040
2 .21263 -5.40038
3 • 977 4 6 -.17411
4 .96253 - 1 00019

7C.79~24 -4.82185 -3.58150 •93294 - •CCC03
It e p a t IPns vK Xl X2 X3 MK CHECKH H MS

6.46834
I • CCuCC 30.55706
2 • 8254? -4,44693
3 •?? I S?, -.15140
4 • 938.06 -.COC19

65.12631 -7.64748, -2.65725 •993C7 -«cocot
ITERATIONS "K Xl X2 X3 MK CHECKH H MS



O

I .cccoc2 •2HeCr3 '99324
4 .95577

ITERATION'S
I . OCCOO? •816303 •932834 •92926

ITERATIONS
I .OCCCC2 • 50 7 76
3 •39132
*T • 92333

i t e ra t io n s M K
I • OCOCC
2 •528383 • 453T4
4 29 Ca
5 . 4289f

ITERATIONS " K

I • COOCC
2 -.546v8
3 -♦7638?4 -•81442K -.81732

ITERATIONS MK
I • OOCCC

57,27245 -3.67079
Xl X2

47.36161 -10*88497 
Xl X2

37,32245 -11.28226 27.38234 -1C.38355 
18.57506 -9.66785

Xl X2

10.72481 -7.64214
Xl X2

4,99282 -5*03771
Xl Xe

1.79899
X3

-.825x9
X3

.00073

.90073
1.80078

X3

2,70078 
X 3

3.05684
X3

.99578
MK

•99997
MK

1.00000 
I*00CC0 
I.COOCO 

MK

.42896
MK

-.81301
MK

-23.22133 
-3.>5680 
-.12255 
-.00017■•00001 

CHECKH H
-16.76370 
-2,56633 
-•09605 -.00012

■«00002 
CHECKH H

-11.28431
-1.79485
-.07315
-•00015

■•COOOl 
■•00005 
'.Cecil 
CHECKH H

-.32422
1.90293
•23351
.00820
.00002•C0C01

CHECKH H
2.99932
2.23012
,35120.02167
.00012

♦COCCC
CHECKH H

5.92398

MS
5.18658

MS
4.27705

%

MS
•38161

MS
-.89639

7.96539
MS

!•09535



CD
 

<jJ
 rX

J 
I-*

 
H 

On
 IJ

I 
OJ

 rx
)

6

•55361 
-F7o3C 
• 96401 
•97495 
•97513 1.60966 -2.59084 2.35064

Xl XE X3
•97513MK -•ocooc

CHECiC-I

1,96959
.38156
.03770
.00060
.00000

H

•OCOOC 
•54331 
• 85106 
•973:5 
•99535 
•99609 11144 -.37020 1.47302

19419 •05210 .57654
03305 •18016 -.29195
03613 .00163 --.10473
01371 -.03082 .03265
00225 - •O06E7 .02191
00210 .00317 -.00094
00007 •00131 -.00321
00003 -•00028 -.00033
00005 -•OC024 .00042
0000 4 •00000 .00011
-00001 •00003 -.00004

-.99609 -•COOOO

4,12362
1.11144
.25207
.03390
.00105
,OOOCC

-.96498 '01:35
.23797 .03374
•15271 •00747

-.01193 -.00297
-•02539 -•00164
-•00253 .00021
• 00321 .00030
• 00033 • COCOS

••00034 -.00004
-.00018 -.00001

MS
1.25373

H
O
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